COMMISSIONERS MEETING AGENDA
Thursday, February 10, 2022 – 10:00am
1. Call to Order and Pledge of Allegiance
2. Approval of Agenda
Action Item: MOTION to approve
3. Consent Agenda
Items listed below have been distributed to the fire commissioners in advance for study and will be
enacted by one motion. If separate discussion is desired on an item, that item may be removed from
the consent Agenda and placed on the Regular Agenda at the request of a fire commissioner or at the
request of a member of the public with concurrence of a fire commissioner. Requests to remove items
should be made under Item 2 Approval of Agenda prior to approval of agenda.
Action Item: MOTION to approve
3.1
Approve Proposed Meeting Minutes
• January 13, 2022-Meeting Minutes
• January 25, 2022- Special Meeting Minutes
3.2
Acknowledge Correspondence
• Thank you note to Chief Elliott from former volunteer Rory McFarland
• Chamber of Commerce Member Information
• Thank you note to KVFR from Marsha Smith
• Holding Steady- Daily Record Newspaper Article
3.3
Authorize to pay vouchers
FEBRUARY 2022
Batch #
2022.02.01
2022.02.02
2022.02.03
2022.02.04
2022.02.05
2022.02.06

Amount
$348,365.84
$155,630.06
$36,251.21
$92,266.42
$66,795.60
$25,130.49
$724,439.62

Description
Payroll - General Fund 010
Payroll - EMS Fund 011
Volunteer Payroll - General Fund 010
Accounts Payable - General Fund 010
Accounts Payable - EMS Fund 011
Accounts Payable - Equipment Fund 041

4. Public Hearings: None
5. Public Comment items not included on agenda (Please limit comments to 3 minutes)
6. Administrative
6.1
Finance
6.2
District Secretary Report
6.3
Deputy Chief Report
6.4
Chief Report
6.5
Commissioners Report

7. Unfinished Business:
7.1
Regionalization efforts between KCFD2 and KCFD7.
Action Item: Motion to Approve Hiring a Consultant Firm

7.2

Set On-going meeting dates/times for regionalization efforts.
Action Item: Motion to Set Meeting Dates/Times
7.3
Station 2-9 Roof Update
Action Item: Discussion Only
8. New Business:
8.1
2020/2021 Awards Banquet
Action Item: Discussion
8.2
Paramedic Eligibility List
Action item: Motion to Approve
8.3
Resolution 22-05: Transfer of Funds
Action Item: Motion to Approve
9. Good of the Order
10. Executive Session
10.1 RCW 42.30.140(4)(b)- “that portion of a meeting during which the governing body is
planning or adopting the strategy or position to be taken by the governing body
during the course of any collective bargaining, professional negotiations, or
grievance or mediation proceedings, or reviewing the proposals made in the
negotiations or proceedings while in progress.”
11. Adjournment

KITTITAS COUNTY FIRE DISTRICT #2
Ellensburg, Washington
Minutes of:
Meeting date:
Meeting time:
Meeting place:

Commissioners’ Board Meeting
January 13, 2022
10:00am
400 E. Mountain View, Station 29

Commissioners in Attendance: Pat Clerf, Neal Houser, Neil O’Neill, Jerry Pettit and Ross Ogan.
Others in Attendance: Chief John Sinclair, Deputy Chief Rich Elliott, ASM McBride, FSM Beckett (via
virtual option), Public Notary Dewitt and 9 firefighters.
1. Call to Order: Commissioner Clerf called the meeting to order at 1000 hours and led the Pledge of
Allegiance along with a moment of silence for the passing of Retired Commissioner Smith.
2. Approval of Agenda:
2.1 Swearing in of Commissioners Pettit and O’Neill: Public Notary Dewitt administered the oath of office
to Commissioner Jerry Pettit and Commissioner Neil O’Neill. Commissioners Clerf, Ogan, Houser witnessed the
administration of the oath. The Oath of Office documents were recorded with Kittitas County Records and are
on file with the District Secretary at the Fire District’s administrative office.

2.2 Selection of Board of Fire Commissioner Board Chair for 2022: Commissioner Houser made a
motion to appoint Pat Clerf for Board Chair. Commissioner O’Neill seconded the motion. There was no
further discussion. The Board voted unanimously to approve the position as presented.
2.2 Selection of Board of Fire Commissioner Vice Chair for 2022: Commissioner O’Neill made a motion
to appoint Ross Ogan for Vice Chair. Commissioner Houser seconded the motion. There was no further
discussion. The Board voted unanimously to approve the position as presented.
2.3 Selection of Board representative on local Board of Volunteer Firefighters: Commissioner Pettit
made a motion to appoint Neil O’Neill as the Board representative on for the local Board of Volunteer
Firefighters. Commissioner Houser seconded the motion. There was no further discussion. The Board
voted unanimously to approve the position as presented.
2.4 Selection of Board representative on the Financial Review Committee: Commissioner O’Neill
made a motion to appoint Pat Clerf and Neal Houser as the Board representatives for the Financial
Review Committee. Commissioner Ogan seconded the motion. There was no further discussion. The
Board voted unanimously to approve the position as presented.
2.5 Selection of Board representative on the Labor Management Committee: Commissioner O’Neill
made a motion to appoint Jerry Pettit and Neal Houser as the Board representatives for the Labor
Management Committee. Commissioner Ogan seconded the motion. There was no further discussion.
The Board voted unanimously to approve the position as presented.
2.6 Selection of Board representative at KITTCOM: Commissioner O’Neill made a motion to appoint
Ross Ogan as the Board representative on the KITTCOM Board. Commissioner Houser seconded the
motion. There was no further discussion. The Board voted unanimously to approve the position as
presented.

3. Consent Agenda
Items listed under the Consent Agenda were distributed to Fire Commissioners in advance for study.
All the following items were enacted with one motion:
3.1 Approve Meeting Minutes
• December 9th, 2021
• December 14th, 2021-Special Meeting
• December 30th, 2021- Public Hearing
3.2 Acknowledge Correspondence
• Thank you from John Smith’s Family
3.3 Authorize to pay vouchers
JANUARY 2022
Batch #

Amount

Description

2021.12.07
2022.01.01
2022.01.02
2022.01.03
2022.01.04
2022.01.05
2022.01.06

$4,061.25
$340,917.72
$147,265.06
$11,979.72
$160,852.94
$62,950.89
$652.26
$728,679.84

Special AP - EMS Fund 011
Payroll - General Fund 010
Payroll - EMS Fund 011
Special Payroll - General Fund 010
Accounts Payable - General Fund 010
Accounts Payable - EMS Fund 011
Accounts Payable - Equipment Fund 041

Commissioner Ogan made a motion to approve the Consent Agenda. Commissioner O’Neill seconded
the motion. There was no further discussion. The Board voted unanimously to approve the agenda as
presented.
4. Public Hearing: None
5. Public Comment: Josh Deherrera shared that Shop with a Cop was a success, Kyle Anderson did a
great job organizing it. There was a miscommunication with one school not knowing they could
participate. Kyle Anderson didn’t want the kids to miss out and went door to door to each of the kids
that would have attended, to deliver items. The check-in process with COVID protocols could have
improved, and there was a COVID exposure at the event. Kittitas Public health managed the COVID
exposure. Josh thanked the BOFC for allowing the event to be held.
6. Administrative Reports
6.1 Finance: FSM Beckett presented virtually the attached report and addressed the following:
• The overtime reports are attached for the month of December, which was below the 3-year
average for the month of December.
• The financial statements are attached. FSM Beckett shared that 2021 ended with 8.8 million in
revenue and 8.2 expenditures. 5.27 million in tax revenue was brought in, which is what was
projected and that does not include the Station 29 bond revenue.
6.1 District Secretary Report: DS McBride presented the attached report and addressed the
following:
• WFC Spring Seminar is in Spokane in April with Open Public Meetings training, taught by Brian
Snure which is a requirement for Commissioners.

•

Open Public Meetings Training, Public Records Act Training and Records Retention trainings
are also available through the State Attorney General online.
• 2022 Commissioner Handbooks are available in the SharePoint files online.
• ICS 100,200,700 for elected officials is available through the City of Ellensburg on Tuesday,
January 18th at 6pm, for anyone interested.
Commissioner Pettit had a question regarding if the District pay for the required training, DS
McBride responded that the District does pay for this required training for Commissioners.
Commissioner Houser had a question about how often the Public Meetings Training is required,
DS McBride responded every 4 years.
6.2 Deputy Chief Report: DC Elliott presented the attached report addressed the following:
• The predicted COVID bump is occurring. It looks to be driven by new variant (omicron) and
believes this will be short term bump and our community will see a significant drop off in 3-4
weeks. The new variant looks to be giving some level of immunity in the community.
• According to the READY coalition hospital bed availably is as bad or worst we have so far.
• There is talk that Health care providers may be required to wear 95 masks, while at work.
• Our daily COVID testing plan for staff is catching people COVID positive, who were not showing
symptoms but later developed them. We were can send home likely contagious people.
• Our staffing is in continuously mode right now for staffing level. We are managing 2-3 people
positive in the organization and after 5 days and they can return to work. We are continuing to
follow all COVID precautions.
• In 2020, our EMS call statistics went down due to COVID and people not accessing healthcare.
Because of this, we have been seeing sicker patients.
• Our out of county transfers over the last four years averaged at 555. In 2021, the number of out
of county transfers was 483, which is significantly lower. However, because of the lack of bed
availability the transfers are much further to hospitals that have open beds, increasing transport
times.
• We are down 2 personnel, both paramedics due to resignations at the end of 2021. Looking
forward into 2022, we are at 4 paramedics per shift. If we lose anymore people, it will put us in a
medic predicament until we hire.
• Overall call volume is up 32% compounded over 10 years. This works to be about 3% per year
average but last year was a 13% bump. We are expecting 2022 to see another increase. We have
already started off very busy.
• Prevention fee ahead in the agenda.
• The Chief accepted a USDA grant we applied for but didn’t originally get, for fire mitigation about
both fire evacuation planning and fuels mitigation. The original organization that was selected
backed out and we had a very attractive grant program and they offered our organization the
grant. They will be here on January 31st to help with our plans. We are looing at Cooke or
Coleman Canyon and doing fuel reduction to the exit corridor, possibly working with DNR to get
the work done. DNR announced a similar grant and nobody else in the county has a program, so
we may be awarded additional funding.
Commissioner Houser had a question about Hospital guidelines for patients. DC Elliott shared that 5
days after workers test positive, you can return to work. Patients that test positive are being sent
home if their have mild symptoms. If you are sick you are admitted into the ICU. Recently, we have
people misusing 911 and asking for COVID tests.
• Rapid improvement in hospital bed availability is expected in 3-4 weeks.
6.3 Chief Report: Chief Sinclair presented the attached report and addressed the following:

•

We have put a posting on Public Safety for Paramedics. We will be doing an assessment
center on February 1st with the intention to bring a list of applicants for the BOFC during the
February BOFC meeting.
• The upper county was hit hard with the snow storm. Mike and Matt were doing a great job
with plowing our stations. A design flaw may have been noticed out at Station 21, between
the old apparatus bay and the new station 21 roofs. Snow was falling off the old apparatus
bay down onto the new station roof. Under normal conditions it would not be an issue but
with the amount of snow we have seen it may be an issue.
• In the consent agenda was thank you from the Smith family. A funeral date has not been
announced.
• Chief will be on vacation next week and out of state.
6.4 Commissioner Report: The Kittcom meeting is today, chief will go up there, he will take
Commissioner Ogan up with him. DC Elliott is the designee for the city and will attend off duty.
District 1 representative is Chief Smidt.
7. Unfinished Business:
7.1 Chief and Deputy Chief Salary Adjustment based on District 7 Interlocal Agreement: Chief Sinclair
led discussion about the District 7 contract including a salary inflator. It was intended for this to happen
annually but since the contract was signed, the pay has not been adjusted for DC Elliott or Chief Sinclair.
The intent in the contract was for a 3% increase in 2019-2020, 3% increase in 2020-2021 and another
4% increase 2021-2022. Chief Sinclair would like to see a 10% increase to both his and DC Elliott’s
District 7 Salary Adjustment. Currently, the payment from District 7 is $6,185.00 per month. This would
increase DC Elliott’s pay to $550.00 per month and $4,400 for Chief Sinclair. No further discussion
occurred.
Commissioner Houser made a motion to approve the Salary Adjustment for the Chief and Deputy Chief.
Commissioner Ogan seconded the motion. There was no further discussion and the motion passed
unanimously.
8. New Business
8.1
Washington State Long Term Care Tax: The legislature said that this was put on hold along
with the Governor. As we closed out the year, the state gave 3 different messages as to withhold
from pay check for this or not. We did not collect for the January pay checks. Chief was on the
WFC legislative meeting and they shared that the legislature will likely rescind the tax until the
middle of 2023. The risk is if the legislature doesn’t act then the District would be on the hook
for the tax. Chief has advised FSM Beckett to not collect the tax based on the information he
has been shared. Commissioner Pettit shared that the county is struggling with this also. The
county had multiple opinions and didn’t withhold the tax either. The commissioners agree to
not withhold the tax for now and to relook at this issue at the next meeting.
8.2
Set Public Hearing Date for Performance Benchmarks: Commissioner Houser made a motion
to set a Public Hearing Date for March 10th, 2022 @1000 hours to review and discuss
performance benchmarks. Commissioner Pettit seconded the motion. There was no further
discussion and the motion passed unanimously.
8.3
Resolution 22-01: 2021 Wage and Stipend Schedule: Commissioner Ogan made a motion to
approve the 2022 Wage and Stipend Schedule. Commissioner O’Neill seconded the motion.
There was no further discussion and the motion passed unanimously.

8.4

8.5

8.6

Resolution 21-02: Agent to Receive Claims: Commissioner Pettit made a motion to approve
Resolution 21-02, Houser seconded the motion, there was no further discussion and the motion
passed unanimously.
Resolution 22-03: 2022 Fee Schedule: DC Elliott lead discussion that the Fee Schedule has been
updated to reflect a re-inspection fee for annual fire inspections. In the past the prevention
team has found that businesses are not fixing issues that are noted in their annual fire
inspections and waiting until next year to get it noted again. With the additional help in
prevention, they have been able to have re-inspection follow up but are still finding that some
businesses are choosing to not fix the issue. We do not want to institute a fine but do want to
set a fee that is based on the loaded rate cost for the Prevention Captain to do re-inspections.
The schedule reads that after the first re-inspect we will begin to charge. If somebody is making
a good faith attempt to resolve issues, we will not charge them. Commissioner Pettit had a
question regarding transport fees, Chief Sinclair responded that we use the same fee schedule
and it has a resident vs. non-resident charge and mileage rate.
Commissioner O’Neill made a motion to adopt the 2021 Fee Schedule. Commissioner Ogan
seconded the motion. There was no further discussions ant the motion passed unanimously.
Resolution 22-04: Authorizing Commissioners to serve as Volunteer Firefighters: Commissioner
O’Neill made a motion to adopt resolution 22-04. Commissioner Pettit seconded the motion.
There was no further discussions ant the motion passed unanimously.

9. Good of the Order: Chief Sinclair shared that a meeting needs to happen with the regionalization
committee, and District 7. Last night, at the District 7 meeting their board chose, January 25th at 6pm.
Commissioner Houser, Clerf, O’Neill were selected to be on the committee last meeting. The first
meeting will take place at District 7 and alternate back for the next meeting.
10. Executive Session: None
11. Adjournment
Commissioner O’Neill made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Houser seconded the
motion. There was no further discussion and the board voted unanimously to adjourn the meeting. The
meeting adjourned at 1053 hours.

_________________________
Board Chair
_________________________
District Secretary

KITTITAS COUNTY FIRE DISTRICT #2
Ellensburg, Washington
Minutes of:
Meeting date:
Meeting time:
Meeting place:

Commissioners’ Board Meeting, Special Session
January 25th, 2022
1800 hours
400 E. Mountain View, Station 29

The special meeting was publicized according to the requirements of Chapter 188, Laws of 2012. Each
Board member was sent a written notice via e-mail; the Daily Record was notified via an e-mail, a notice
was posted on KVFR’s website and the notice of special meeting was posted in the front window at 400
E. Mountain View all on January 20th, 2022.
Commissioners in Attendance: Neal Houser, Ross Ogan and Neil O’Neill. Commissioner Pettit and Clerf
had excused absences.
Others in Attendance: Chief John Sinclair, District 7 Secretary Eryn Micallef, Fire District 7
Commissioners- Commissioner Cernick, Commissioner Dickinson, Commissioner Zipperer , ASM Sydney
McBride and numerous firefighters and community members.
1. Call to Order: Commissioner Ogan called the meeting to Order at 1801 hours and led the Pledge of
Allegiance.
2. Approval of Agenda:
Commissioner a motion to approve the agenda. Commissioner O’Neill seconded the motion. There
was no further discussion. The Board voted unanimously to approve the agenda as presented.
3. Joint Meeting to Discuss Consolidation, RFA Efforts:
Chief Sinclair started the discussion about consolidation efforts and covered the history between the
City of Ellensburg annexing into Fire District 2. At the time of annexation, other fire agencies were not
interested in merging. The City of Kittitas came back later and asked to be annexed into KVFR to
become the agency we have today. Chief continued the discussion and spoke about the following
items:
• In 2019, Fire District 7 approached Fire District 2 for Fire Chief services. An interlocal agreement
for Fire Chief services was signed along with intention from both boards to continue to explore
consolidation efforts.
• On October 7th, a special meeting was held, and Attorney Brian Snure spoke about the different
options: RFA’s, mergers and contract for services to both boards.
o RFA tax bases need to be equal to occur. Currently, FD 2 is authorized at $1.50, FD 7
renewed their level at $1.00. In the Upper County there are two EMS agencies that
provide EMS services with an EMS levy. The agencies that originally join a RFA set the rules
and regulations for that RFA.
o Direct Merger would also require the tax rates to be the same. The District 7 board has
thought that this wouldn’t be equitable for tax payers that would get different levels of
service.

o Contract for services would not require the tax rates to be the same. Chief Sinclair thinks
this model would make the most sense.
Commissioner Zipperer shared his experience with annexations through his career in Mason County.
In his experience a consultant group doing a study on the consolidation would allow for the
community to see numbers and figures.
Commissioner Houser shared his experience with an RFA while working in Kent. He was a firefighter
at the time of the RFA and he found the process smooth and the Unions were all involved.
Chief Sinclair spoke about possibly making another round to see if any agencies are wanting to
consolidate services once the consultant has evaluated the situation. At this point, only FD2 and FD7
are interested in consolidating services. Chief Sinclair recommended that the boards look at other
agencies contracts and move forward in the process for a contract for services.
Discussion occurred between the two boards about the following:
o If someone wanted to join a contract for services, later down the road another agency could.
Growth in the future may drive an agency to want to join.
o The Citizens in the upper county are paying for a lot more overhead by having multiple
agencies. The lower valley has more consolidation of services between the City of Ellensburg,
City of Kittitas and Fire District 2. While the population is growing there are lots of second
homes being built in Upper Kittitas County.
o The commissioners want to retain the individuality and history of each agency but also work
under the same combined services.
o Fire agencies on the western side of the state have much more experiences with consolidation
of services. Chief Sinclair has contacts at Clallam Valley Fire & Rescue, where they had a
similar situation to FD2 and FD7, that would allow the commissioners, labor groups and
firefighters to tour and learn about their process to consolidate.
After discussion it was unanimously determined between the two boards that that the next step will
be to bring in a consultant firm to evaluate if consolidated services will benefit both agencies.
5. Adjournment
Commissioner O’Neill made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Commissioner Houser seconded the
motion. There was no further discussion and the board voted unanimously to adjourn the meeting. The
meeting adjourned at 1853 hours.

_________________________
Board Chair
_________________________
District Secretary

KITTITAS VALLEY FIRE & RESCUE
400 E Mountain View Ave  Ellensburg, WA 98926  (509) 933-7239  Fax (509) 933-7245

FINANCE UPDATE – FEBRUARY 10, 2022
•

Overtime Report: The overtime report is attached. OT hours are above the four year
average for the month of January.

•

Financial Statements: The detailed financial statements are attached with the January
revenues and expenses.

•

2021 Financial Report: The 2021 Financial Report is attached.

2019 - 2022 OVERTIME SUMMARY
2019
OT Hours
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Totals >>
Monthly Average

2020
Dollars

OT Hours

2021
Dollars

OT Hours

2022

Dollars

OT Hours

299.00
552.00
500.00
672.00
646.00
895.00
733.00
804.00
930.00
526.00
666.00
507.00

$14,324.24
$27,287.11
$24,897.93
$33,536.47
$32,771.11
$44,288.52
$35,083.92
$39,974.40
$45,246.69
$27,387.19
$33,385.97
$26,012.58

477.00
565.00
585.00
452.00
505.00
506.00
477.00
388.00
2,590.50
1,076.00
448.25
405.75

$23,529.52
$28,074.27
$30,292.56
$22,186.64
$25,362.21
$27,165.95
$25,004.46
$20,423.70
$125,626.17
$53,328.38
$23,176.43
$20,512.24

405.00
448.00
465.00
749.00
730.50
284.00
1,010.00
1,499.00
1,191.00
569.00
721.00
349.00

$22,662.72
$23,631.48
$25,441.74
$42,424.01
$37,693.72
$14,681.92
$51,516.77
$81,195.42
$63,109.87
$29,731.95
$38,744.83
$18,393.08

723.00

$37,373.27

7,730.00

$384,196.13

8,475.50

$424,682.53

8,420.50

$449,227.51

723.00

$37,373.27

644.17

$32,016.34

706.29

$35,390.21

701.71

$37,435.63

723.00
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KITTITAS VALLEY FIRE & RESCUE

Financial Report

For the Year Ended December 31, 2021
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FINANCE OVERVIEW
Kittitas Valley Fire & Rescue (KVFR) is a special purpose district (junior taxing district) that provides
fire protection, fire prevention and investigation, emergency medical services (EMS), and rescue services
to the public. The district was incorporated on April 25, 1945 and operates under Chapter 52 RCW and
other laws of the state of Washington applicable to fire districts. KVFR’s general operating activities are
supported primarily through property taxes, ambulance transport fees and fire protection contracts. These
financial resources are allocated to individual funds depending on their intended purpose. The following
managerial funds are utilized for general operating activities:
General Fund – accounts for all resources and expenditures of a general nature that are not
designated in another managerial fund.
EMS Fund – accounts for resources and expenditures resulting from operations that are related to
EMS response, ambulance transport and billing.
Construction Fund –accounts for non-bond-related resources and expenditures resulting from the
acquisition, construction, or remodeling of district fire stations and other structures necessary for
the operations of the district.
Reserve Fund – includes the resources set aside for financially supporting other managerial funds
that might need temporary support.
Equipment Replacement Fund – accounts for resources and expenditures resulting from the
acquisition of assorted capital equipment needs for district operations.
Long-Term Planning Fund – established to save funds for future capital needs.
Long-Term Care Fund – includes resources reserved for financially supporting any additional
long-term care responsibilities that the district is obligated to pay for Law Enforcement Officers’
and Fire Fighters’ Plan 1 (LEOFF 1) retirees.
Revolving Fund – a checking account that is used to pay small bills that are due between regular
check runs. This account is reimbursed each month to maintain a $1,000 balance.
In April 2014, the residents of the district voted to approve a $6.7 million General Obligation Bond to
build a new headquarters fire station. The funds for the bond were received in December 2014 and
construction began in the spring of 2015. Staff moved into the new station in May 2016. The following
funds were set up to track the bonds funds separate from the general operating funds:
Station Bond Fund – the $6.7 million of bond proceeds were deposited into this fund.
Construction related expenses were paid out of the Station Bond Fund. The entire amount of the
bond was used so construction related expenses were then paid out of the General Fund.
Debt Management Fund – the bond tax levy proceeds are being deposited into this fund with the
principal and interest payments also being disbursed from this fund.
In July 2019, the Board of Fire Commissioners voted to approve a $3.5 million Limited Tax General
Obligation Bond for the construction to replace the station at 2020 Vantage Highway. The funds for the
bond were received in September 2019 and construction began August of 2019.
Station 21 Construction Fund – the $3.5 million of bond proceeds were deposited into this fund.
Construction related expenses were paid out of the Station Bond Fund. The entire amount of the
bond will be used on construction related expenses.
Debt Management Fund – Station 21 Bond – a transfer will be made from the General Fund to
this fund annually with the principal and interest payments being disbursed from this fund.
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The district’s fiscal year runs from January 1 through December 31 and KVFR utilizes cash basis
accounting with which revenues are recognized when they are received, and expenditures are recognized
when they are paid. The Washington State Auditor’s Budgeting, Accounting and Reporting System
(BARS) defines revenue and expense classifications. Accounting records are maintained on a secured, inhouse computer program.
For more information about KVFR’s finances, please contact:
Fire Chief John Sinclair at 509-856-7714 (sinclairj@kvfr.org)
Finance Officer Manda Beckett at 509-933-7239 (beckettm@kvfr.org)
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DIVISION OVERVIEW
Fire Commissioners: The Board of Fire Commissioners is the oversight body of the district and are
responsible for managing and conducting the business affairs of the district. This includes making and
executing all necessary contracts; employing any necessary services; adopting reasonable rules to govern
the district and to perform its functions, and generally performing all such acts as may be necessary to
carry out the objectives of the district. Commissioners are elected to six-year terms and represent the
citizens of the district in at-large positions. Prior to 2008, Kittitas Valley Fire & Rescue had three
commissioners. With voter approval on August 21, 2007, the Board of Fire Commissioners increased
from three to five positions.
Administration: The Administrative Division consists of the Fire Chief, Deputy Chief, Financial
Services Manager, Administrative Services Manager, and an Administrative Assistant. This division is
dedicated to managing the organization; planning and organizing the agency; developing and
implementing sound financial and human resources practices; providing public information; and to
providing the highest quality of leadership, direction, and support to all divisions within Kittitas Valley
Fire & Rescue.
Fire Suppression: The main function of the Suppression Division is to respond to 9-1-1 calls.
Firefighters, accomplish their mission by insuring equipment readiness, performing pre-fire planning,
insuring their physical fitness, and practicing personal safety techniques always. Fire Suppression
personnel must constantly train using the latest strategies and techniques to perform complex rescues, to
suppress a working fire, and to handle emergencies resulting from natural or man-made disasters.
Firefighters must stay abreast of the latest technology, procedures, and techniques for different types of
rescues, firefighting techniques, and the ever-changing advances in medicine effecting the provision of
EMS.
In addition to the thirty-six Career Firefighters, there are typically 60 to 75 Volunteer Firefighters
assigned to six volunteer companies operating out of nine volunteer fire stations. Historically, twelve
part-time Reserve Firefighters and six Resident Volunteer Firefighters provide additional
supplementation. After several meetings of deliberation, the Board of Fire Commissioners reluctantly
approved to sunset the Reserve program on December 31, 2021. The number of participants has steadily
decreased to a number that is no longer sustainable to run the program.
Emergency Medical Services (EMS): The Emergency Medical Services Division is responsible for
providing emergency medical care to the citizens. The division provides both advanced life support
(ALS) and basic medical life support (BLS) services. Emergency Medical Technicians (EMTs) and
Paramedics provide immediate medical assessment, evaluation, and treatment. They transport patients to
Kittitas Valley Healthcare or out-of-area facilities for definitive treatment, as needed. The district must
provide highly trained, skilled personnel and adequate vehicles and equipment to accomplish the
division’s mission. Emergency medical vehicles and equipment are maintained and upgraded to meet the
ever-changing technologies of medical science. Vehicles are not only equipped for the safety of the
district’s patients and personnel, but also equipped with a wide array of medical equipment such as,
cardiac monitor/defibrillators, oxygen, and many other instruments needed for the successful treatment of
the critically ill or traumatized patient. EMS transport billing and patient account service are provided by
a contracted service that specializes in patient billing and is coordinated by an in-house billing specialist.
Prevention: The Prevention Division is responsible for providing comprehensive fire prevention
services. These services include public education, fire investigation, fire inspection and development
services. The Prevention Captain, as the contractual Fire Marshal for the City of Ellensburg, is
responsible for determining the cause and origin of each fire within the City of Ellensburg. Additionally,
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the Prevention Division works cooperatively with Kittitas County Code Enforcement personnel as
needed. As part of the District’s effort to improve life safety, KVFR conducts a fire and life safety
inspection in each publicly accessible portion of all commercial buildings and in all places of employment
within the City of Ellensburg, on an annual basis. These inspections serve to reduce fire hazards, educate
the community, familiarize responders with the buildings and help to reduce insurance rates. In 2021, a
Prevention Inspector was added to the Prevention Division to help perform the fire and life safety
inspections.
Training: In 2018, a new position of Day Lieutenant was added and reports to the Training Captain
spending 60% of their time working for the Training Division and 40% of their time with the Prevention
Division. With the additional position added to the Prevention Division in 2021 the Day Lieutenant now
spends 100% of their time working for the Training Division. The Training Captain is responsible for
coordinating and scheduling all department training. All suppression personnel must receive initial
training and continuously maintain their skills. Newly hired full-time firefighters will be sent to the
Washington State Fire Academy for the 16-week Firefighter I certification course. The maintenance of
firefighter skills is achieved through in-service training. In-service training is accomplished through
several methods: outside instructors, company level training, written tests and in-house academies.
Training requirements must be accomplished in compliance with Washington Administrative Code
(WAC), Revised Code of Washington (RCW), and National Fire Protection Administration (NFPA)
guidelines. As these standards change, KVFR training modules must be continually updated to remain
compliant. All training must be recorded, and these records receive frequent evaluation for compliance.
Mechanic:
KVFR employs a full-time mechanic who is Emergency Vehicle Technician (EVT) certified at several
levels. Having an in-house mechanic allows the district to obtain immediate repairs to the vehicle fleet
and have confidence that the maintenance of the vehicles is consistent.
Facilities Maintenance Technician:
KVFR employs a full-time facilities maintenance technician to maintain and repair the complex building
systems that the capital facilities have. This was a new position added in 2020. Having this position inhouse allows for us to make minor repairs and keep the buildings maintained.
BUDGET OVERVIEW
Each November, the district creates an annual budget for the following calendar year via a resolution
adopted by the Board of Fire Commissioners. The budget constitutes legal authority for expenditures
during the year and those appropriations lapse at the end of the fiscal year. Revenues and expenditures are
budgeted on a fund level as described in the Finance Overview section on page three.
The Kittitas County Assessor’s office provides information on anticipated property tax revenues. Other
revenue projections are based on staff’s analysis of prior year actual revenues as well as predicted new
sources of revenues, such as new or increased fire protection contracts, in the coming year.
Staff review prior year expenditures as a tool to help predict future expenditures. In addition, operations
staff is asked to submit a list of what they feel they need to purchase in the coming year. The Fire Chief
and the Board of Fire Commissioners review the requests and the approved requests are incorporated into
the expenditures budget.
BUDGET AMENDMENTS
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The budget that is adopted in November of each year is based on the knowledge that staff has at that time.
While the best effort is made to adhere to the adopted budget, the changing nature of the district’s
business makes it necessary to amend the budget by approving additional expenditures as the year goes
on. The district’s performance in relation to the budget is monitored each month and a list of proposed
changes is accumulated. The Commissioners and staff then meet to discuss the proposed changes and the
budget is amended via resolution after a public hearing during a Board of Fire Commissioners meeting.
An amendment was passed after a public hearing at the December 2021 Board of Fire Commissioners
meeting. The net effect of the amendments was an expected increase of $351,570 to overall fund
balances. The amendment included a decrease of $74,130 to the beginning fund balance and an increase
in revenue of $425,700.
Details of the budget amendments are available from the Financial Services Manager.
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2021 GENERAL OPERATING FUND REVENUE
The 2021 budget included operating fund revenues at $8,810,704.

The following table shows revenue trends as of December 31 each year from 2017 through 2021.
Through December 31 of each year (excludes Station 29 Bond fund)
Revenues

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

Taxes

$

3,861,386 $

4,028,413 $

4,728,961 $

4,983,901 $

5,270,137

Licenses and Permits

$

1,575 $

6,035 $

8,446 $

5,624 $

3,746

Direct Federal Grants

$

Federal Revenues

$
$

$
7,724

73,578 $

2,182,057 $

473,487 $
$

723,207
-

$
$

21,620 $
6,350 $

6,574 $
49,295 $

1,266 $
2,231 $

4,968 $
801 $

1,260
9,697

Indirect Federal Grants
State Grants
In-Lieu Payments
General Government Services

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

-

$

891 $

1,189 $

83 $

30 $

88

Wildfire Mobilizations

$

146,060 $

81,383 $

35,724 $

51,607 $

196,824

Fire Suppression Services

$

915,060 $

914,538 $

943,313 $

994,876 $

1,022,264

Ambulance Transport Fees

$

1,523,531 $

1,455,380 $

1,607,819 $

1,499,441 $

1,487,521

Interest Earned

$
$
$

35,502 $
10,640 $
6,558 $

73,319 $
10,640 $
38 $

101,279 $
14,040 $
500 $

84,039 $
12,446 $
201 $

63,491
12,236
750

$

15,167 $

14,423 $

4,117 $

12,112 $

17,408

$

120,864 $

7,105 $

1,571

9,750,698 $

$
8,130,638 $

506
8,810,704

Rents and Leases
Donations
Other Revenues
Non Revenues
Other Revenues 390
Total Revenues

$

6,552,063 $

6,714,804 $

Taxes
Property taxes are the largest funding source for KVFR operations. The 2021 budget included $5,500,000
in property taxes. This is higher than anticipated revenue to insure the district receives all possible
revenue including back taxes. The district received $5,270,136 or 96 percent of the budgeted amount.
Including the bond payments, the total taxes collected were $5,737,738. Taxes comprised 60 percent of
the operating fund revenues received in 2021.
The Kittitas County Assessor calculates the property tax revenue based on the valuation of property
within the fire district. For 2021, the district’s total property value was $3,979,731,622 and the fire tax
levy rate was $1.317551. This means that residents must pay $1.317551 for each $1,000 worth of value
on their property, thus the 2021 calculated property tax revenue from properties within the district
boundaries was $5,243,499.
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There was a difference between the County Assessor’s calculated amount of taxes and KVFR’s budgeted
amount. There were three reasons for this variation:
• The County Assessor had not finalized the valuations by the time KVFR was required to approve
the budget, so staff made an estimate on the amount of taxes to be received.
• The District’s Board of Fire Commissioners and management team intentionally overestimate the
taxes so that a banked capacity situation can be avoided. A fire district may not collect more in
taxes than it has budgeted for, so any “extra” taxes received by the county but not passed through
to the district are considered banked capacity.
• The budget also considers prior year back taxes that may be collected during the budget year.
Delinquent taxes are considered fully collectible because a lien affixes to the property after taxes
are levied.
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The first half of property taxes from county residents are due by April 30 each year with the second half
of the taxes being due on October 31. This creates a cyclical source of revenue for KVFR. Because of the
cyclical nature of the property tax receipts, KVFR’s commissioners and management team must ensure
that the General Fund balance is adequately maintained to cover several months of payroll and other
operating expenses until the next influx of property tax revenue is received.
Ambulance Transport Revenues
KVFR provides ambulance transport services in emergencies as well as handling the transfer of patients
from one medical facility to another. KVFR provides emergency medical services (EMS) in 1,240 square
miles of Kittitas County. The patients are charged fees based upon the level of service they receive, the
miles traveled, and their residency status. The fee structure is set up to cover the costs of providing the
services and is evaluated each year with adjustments being made to ensure that costs are covered.
The 2021 budget estimated that $1,406,000 in transport revenues would be received. The final figures
show that $1,477,731 (105 percent of budget) was received for ambulance revenue. These funds amount
to 16 percent of total operating revenues received.

GEMT Revenue
The district is participating in a new program called Ground Emergency Medical Transport (GEMT) that
we are receiving money on. This is a certified public expense program that recovers expenses for
Medicaid patients. The long-term viability of this revenue line is still uncertain; hence we are treating this
as one-time money.
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Fire Suppression Services
The majority of the suppression services revenue is obtained from fire protection contracts. Federal, state,
and local governmental agencies are not required to pay property taxes, so KVFR has entered into fire
protection contracts with most of the governmental agencies that own property within the district’s
boundaries. The contracts are created on the same basis as the property taxes: the entities pay $1.50 per
$1,000 of their property value. Primary school districts pay a per student amount annually based on
Washington State law and the Superintendent of Public Instruction (SPI) formula. In 2021 that figure was
$1.156608 per pupil.
The district also enters into fire suppression contracts with private individuals who own property adjacent
to the district’s boundaries. The following chart shows the income received from each of these sources in
2021.

Checking plans for construction and fire extinguisher classes are other sources of suppression service
revenue.
Wildfire Mobilizations
During the wildfire season, the district sends personnel and apparatus to wildfires throughout the state.
The district has agreements in place with the Washington State Patrol (WSP) Fire Marshal’s office, the
Department of Natural Resources (DNR), the United States Forest Service (USFS), and Bureau of Land
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Management (BLM).
agreements.

KVFR is reimbursed for the cost of firefighting assistance through these

The District is reimbursed for 100 percent of the actual cost of sending personnel out on the wildfires.
Equipment use is paid at rates established annually by the state and federal agencies. The accounting
system is set up to track the personnel and equipment revenue types separately. Based on the data for
2017-2021, approximately 71 percent of the funds received have been for personnel expense
reimbursement while the remaining 29 percent has been payment for the use of equipment. The 2021
revenues include $126,274 in personnel costs and $33,110 in equipment costs from 2020 mobilizations,
received in 2021.
Revenues Earned
Personnel Reimbursement
Equipment Use
TOTAL

$
$
$

2017
115,368 $
30,692 $
146,060 $

2018
48,115 $
28,521 $
76,636 $

2019
10,256 $
17,925 $
28,181 $

2020
22,202 $
29,405 $
51,607 $

2021
158,232 $
38,591 $
196,824 $

Total
354,173
145,135
499,308

Grants
The Washington State Department of Health (DOH) Prehospital Participation Grant is disbursed each
year to trauma-verified prehospital agencies. The purpose of the funds is to offset the costs of
participating in the trauma system and can be used for equipment, staffing, training, and supplies. The
state budget determines the total amount that is available each year and that amount is split evenly among
all qualifying agencies who apply to receive the funds. The District received total revenue of $1,260 from
the grant in 2021.

Interest Earned
The Kittitas County Treasurer acts as the bank for all the fire districts in the county. In 2021, KVFR’s
investments were held as part of the county’s investments in the Local Government Investment Pool
(LGIP). The average interest rate in 2021 was .99 percent and total interest income for the operating funds
amounted to $63,491.
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Other Revenues
Other revenues include rents and leases, license and permit fees, donations, in-lieu tax payments,
application and testing fees, and general governmental services revenues.
$3,624 was received in 2021 for Construction Fire Permits. The district offers medical standby services
at public events such as rodeos, roller derbies, and triathlons. $7,937 was received in 2021 for ambulance
standbys.
Several years ago, the district entered into an agreement with American Tower to house a cell phone
tower on the Vantage Highway property behind Station 21. Leasing this land generated approximately
$12,236 the past year. Every five years the lease easement fee increases 15%.
In 2019, the District entered into an agreement with Kittitas County Fire District 7 for Fire Chief
Services. $70,020 was received in 2021 for Fire Chief Services. The goal of this long-term is to create a
regionalized fire and EMS service with Fire District 7.
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2021 GENERAL OPERATING FUND EXPENDITURES
The 2021 budget included operating fund expenditures at 8,252,921.
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Payroll
Payroll expenditures comprise 77 percent of the 2021 total operating expenditures. Salaries and wages
amounted to $4,768,036 which includes wages for all employees (Volunteers, Reserves, Residents, Staff
& Career Positions), overtime, and deferred compensation. An additional $1,573,477 was paid for
employee benefits.
Of the $4,768,036 paid for salaries and wages, $453,433 (9.51 percent) was for overtime expenses. The
percentage of overtime has steadily decreased from 2010 to 2020. In 2010 we had 31 FTE’s compared to
now in 2021 we have 45 FTE’s. Our operational cost curve continues to go up as we add personnel to
meet the operational demand curve. We have added 1-mechanic, 1-facilities manager, 1 prevention
inspector, 1-training leiutenant, 1-training adminastrative assisant, and 9 shift firefighter positions since
2010.
The cost of wages graph below shows the full time positions, wages and overtime.
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Machinery and Equipment
In 2021, the district spent $476,650 on equipment purchases:

The major equipment purchase in 2021 was the purchase of two ambulances. The other equipment
purchases included bunker gear, fire hose, computer equipment, and communication equipment.
Communications
The majority of communications services costs can be attributed to dispatch services through KITTCOM.
The District paid KITTCOM $205,904 in 2021. The remaining $28,010 in communications expenses
includes the cost of phone service and postage.
Office and Operating Supplies
Patient supplies and medications account for the biggest portion of the operating supplies expenditures.
The remaining supply expenses can be contributed to fire suppression supplies, station supplies, office
supplies, and training supplies.
Professional Services
The professional services category accounts for two percent of the total general operating expenditures
and includes a wide variety of service types:
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In the General Administration division, the largest professional service category included $49,287 for IT
services provided by the City of Ellensburg. There is an additional $3,842 for copy machine leases, and
$2,500 for website maintenance.
The Training Division service expenses included firefighter training received at the Washington State
Patrol Fire Acdemy in North Bend.
The main expense in the Human Resources division included $4,625 on the hiring process. The remaing
expense included monthly payments for the Employee Assistance Program (EAP), employee
immunizations, and legal advice on human resources issues.
The EMS Professional Services includes the $30,000 to the consulting service that produces the certified
expenditure reports in order to recive GEMT payments. The district employs Jack Horsley as the Medical
Services Director and pays him a monthly stipend which amounted to $9,600 for 2021. The largest
expense in the EMS division was for ambulance billing services with Systems Design and electronic
clamis processing fees for $53,691.
Repairs and Maintenance
The District employs a mechanic to keep the apparatus fleet in working order. In addition to vehicle
repairs and maintence, this category also includes expenditures to maintain the station buildings and to
keep communications gear working properly.
Utilities
The utility expenses for each station include electric, water, sewer and gas as applicable to each location.
The solid waste disposal includes trash and recycle services at the two main stations as well as trips to the
transfer station made by district staff.
The move to the new, much larger station on Mountain View Avenue has increased the Station 29 utility
costs.
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Other Expenditures
The remaining three percent of the district’s annual expenditures is comprised of the cost of fuel, the
purchase of small tools and equipment, and costs for travel and training, advertising, insurance, and other
miscellaneous expenses.

FUND BALANCES
The district currently has a healthy overall fund balance due to conservative planning by the Board of Fire
Commissioners and management staff. The fund balance is the amount available at the end of the period
after all receipts have been entered and all bills have been paid. At the end of 2021, KVFR had
$7,717,140 in cash and investments for the general operating funds. There was an additional $123,616 in
the St 29 Bond Debt Management Fund and $8,895 in the St 21 Bond Management Fund at year-end for a
total fund balance of $7,849,651.
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As previously mentioned, the property tax revenue is cyclical because of the semi-annual payment
schedule. The district continues to pay bills throughout the year even though the bulk of its primary
funding is received in April and in October. The following graph demonstrates the trend of how the funds
available to the district grow and shrink during the year between property tax payments.

Part of the budgeting process is to determine how much of the property tax should be transferred from the
General Fund to the other funds during the year to maintain their funding levels and to plan for
expenditures out of those funds. The following is a list of transfers that were made in 2021:
•

•
•

$800,000 from the General Fund to the EMS Fund. In 2019, the payroll costs for three additional
Firefighters were added to the EMS Fund. While the fee schedule is built to cover the majority of
the cost of services, the fees do not cover all costs. In addition, cash flow can be tight when
patients or insurance companies do not pay their bills in a timely manner; therefore, tax money is
needed to help cover EMS costs.
$300,000 from General Fund to the St 21 Bond Debt Service Fund. To fund the Station 21
principal and interest bond payments that are due in June and December of each year.
$2,000 to the Long-Term Care Fund. The district is obligated to pay medical care for two
surviving LEOFF 1 members (Lee Engel previous fire chief of the District died in 2020). This
fund reserves money to be used if those individuals need to be housed in a long-term care facility.
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•

$359 from the St 21 Construction Fund to the Construction Fund. This money was transferred to
repay Station 21 Construction costs from the Commissioner Voted Bond and close out the St 21
Construction Fund.

Changes in Fund Balance
Revenues exceeded expenses in 2021, thus increasing the operating fund balance by $558,142.

2021 ACTUALS - OPERATING FUNDS ONLY
010 General
Beginning Fund Balances
Total Revenues
Total Expenses
Total Transfers In
Total Transfers Out
Ending Fund Balance
Increase/(Decrease) in Fund Balance

011 EMS

2,971,922
6,561,643
4,906,629
0
1,102,000
3,524,936

923,635
2,218,480
2,569,660
800,000
0
1,372,454

553,014

448,820

020
Construction
71,183
674
3,506
359
0
68,710
(2,474)

040 Reserve
1,066,283
10,080
0
0
0
1,076,364
10,080
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041 Equipment
497,814
3,034
476,650
0
24,198
(473,616)

042 Long-Term 060 Long-Term
Planning
Care
1,532,488
100,602
14,438
951
0
0
0
2,000
0
0
1,546,926
103,553
14,438

2,951

231 Debt
Service St 21
3,966
1,404
296,475
300,000
0
8,895
4,929

All Funds
7,167,893
8,810,704
8,252,921
1,102,359
1,102,000
7,726,035
558,142
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BOND FUND FINANCIAL INFORMATION
In April 2014, the residents of the district voted to approve a $6.7 million, 20-year General Obligation
Bond for the construction of a new headquarters fire station located at 400 E. Mountain View Avenue.
The bonds were sold in October 2014 and the funds were received by the district on December 2, 2014.
To correctly account for the funds and ensure that they will be used only for their intended purpose, the
district set up the Station Bond Fund and the Debt Management fund. As indicated on page three, these
two funds are collectively referred to as the “Bond Funds” for the district and are referred to separately in
financial reporting and budgeting processes.
Bond Payments
The County Treasurer began collecting bond levy tax revenue in 2015 and made the first interest payment
for the bond funds on June 1. The first interest and principal payment was made on December 1. The
bond will be paid over the next 14 years with the final payment being made in December 2034.
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Commissioner Voted Bond
In July of 2019 the Board of Fire Commissioners voted to approve a $3.5 million Limited Tax General
Obligation Bond for the construction to replace the station at Vantage Highway. To correctly account for
the funds and ensure that they will be used only for their intended purpose, the district set up the Station
21 Construction Fund and the Debt Management Fund – Station 21 Bond. As indicated on page three,
these two funds are collectively referred to as the “Bond Funds” for the district and are referred to
separately in financial reporting and budgeting processes. The first interest payment was made on June 1,
2020 and the first principal payment were made on December 1, 2020. The bond will be paid over the
next 14 years with the final payment being made in December 2033 unless the Board of Fire
Commissioner choose to pay it off early.
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KITTITAS VALLEY FIRE & RESCUE
400 E. Mountain View  Ellensburg, WA 98926  (509) 933-7232  Fax (509) 933-7245

DISTRICT SECRETARY UPDATE

February 10th, 2022
•

Spring Seminar for Commissioners, Chief’s & Secretaries is April 2nd in Spokane.
Registration is open. Please let me know if you would like a hotel for the night before
the training.
- Class is from 9:00am until 4:00pm with lunch at noon.

•

Annually the Commissioner’s select a Career member and Volunteer member to be a
recipient of the Commissioner’s awards, this year we will need both 2020 and 2021
recipient names.

SATURDAY SEMINAR SERIES - SPOKANE SEMINAR - APRIL 2nd,
2022
GROUP DISCOUNT LINK: The Davenport Hotels | Discount Link 15% off the nightly rate

SEMINAR FOR NEWLY ELECTED/APPOINTED and EXPERIENCED
COMMISSIONERS, CHIEFS & SECRETARIES
This seminar meets the statutory Open Public Records and Open Public Meetings training
requirements which are required EVERY 4 YEARS for elected officials.
Attorney Brian Snure will present this seminar for new and experienced commissioners,
chiefs, secretaries and other management personnel. The class will provide the knowledge
and background needed to understand and address the challenges involved in governing,
leading and operating fire districts and regional fire authorities. Topics for this full-day
program, which is being held in Spokane and Suquamish, include the following:
The relationships between fire commissioners and personnel.
Powers, authority, duties and responsibilities of commissioners, chiefs and
secretaries.
Relationships with state and county offices.
Risk management and insurance.
Open Public Meetings and executive sessions compliance.
Open Public Records Act and records retention compliance.
Ethics — conflicts of interest.
Compensation to commissioners, paid and volunteer personnel.
Volunteer firefighter associations.
Finances — revenue sources, tax levies, budgets, lid lifts, debt limitations, elections.
Bid law requirements.
Other areas of law will also be addressed with an opportunity for class participants to ask
questions. Attendees will receive a certificate of participation that documents compliance
with the Open Public Records and Open Public Meetings training requirements.

Deputy Fire Chief’s Report – February 2022
EMS –
o

o

COVID numbers have stabilized and should start coming down shortly. We will
be working with local public health and obviously complying with state
mandates as we move forward but we do expect some relaxation. Roughly 2/3 of
our career staff have test positive, most went on to have relatively minor
symptoms and all but one are back at work. Our testing continues to catch people
early and reduce chance of spread. To the best of our knowledge, only 1 person
who has booster has tested positive.
KVH continues to struggle with staffing shortages but they are maintaining a
high-level of service and stretching to take care of patients that typically would
have been transferred to other hospitals.

Operations –
• We are moving to fill our two vacancies but operationally will not be whole until midlate summer. This is occurring amidst a shortage of resident candidates, a reduced role for
some personnel due to vaccine mandate and an overall decrease in community
volunteers.
Training / Prevention –
• Prevention work is progressing with significant effort towards new construction.
• Wildfire mitigation grant is in process – Colockum Road – we will be looking to partner
with DNR and other partners. Added an evacuation exercise which we will share with
Ronald/Roslyn area to maximize effect.
• Recruit academy has started although it is a small class. We are hopeful that early
indications hold true as the quality seems to be high.
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SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

Jan 30

31

Feb 1

2

3

4

5

11:05am [Ext] LHJ/DOH
Regional Vaccine
1:30pm [Ext] CRR
3:30pm [Ext] FW: ATeam
6:00pm Westside

2:00pm [Ext] Road
Standards Variance
Committee Special
Meeting (Webex) Candie Leader

7:00am [Ext]
International FDX
12:00pm [Ext] Opioid
6:00pm Resident/Chief's
7:00pm Trauma Council

11:00am Inspection
(Johnson) (200 E 4th
(3 offices)) - KVFR Fire
Prevention

2:45pm S231 (KCFD 1)

7

8

9

10

11

12

4:00pm council

7:00am [Ext] COVID19
Task Force - David
12:00pm [Ext] Monthly
3:30pm [Ext] FW: ATeam
6:00pm Broadview

12:30pm Fire Officer 1
(East Valley)
1:00pm [Ext] KFACC
4:00pm Centerfuse
5:30pm Parks (City Hall)

12:00pm [Ext] Fwd:
1:30pm [Ext] Monthly
2:00pm IAFC Grant
5:45pm Planning
7:00pm Commissioner

14

15

16

17

8:30am [Ext] COVID-19
Community Update
(WEBEX) - Marie Betts
6:00pm Fairview
Volunteer

11:05am [Ext] LHJ/DOH
Regional Vaccine
Capacity
3:30pm [Ext] FW: ATeam
(https://zoom.us/j/94

8:00am
12:30pm [Ext]
Cardiac/Stroke
2:00pm [Ext] Road
2:00pm [Ext] Road

21

22

23

24

25
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KITTITAS VALLEY FIRE & RESCUE
400 East Mountain View  Ellensburg, WA 98926  (509) 933-7235  Fax (509) 933-7245  sinclairj@kvfr.org

Fire Chief Report
FEBUARY 10, 2022
Executive Session: 30 minutes.
District Staffing—With the adoption of the Paramedic list in new business, we have hired a new
employee, Timothy Rowatt. We will be going back out again for another testing.
Department of Ecology—We should be getting a “No Further Action” letter from DOE. I will be
requesting a status update monthly from Valerie Bound, until we have it. They continue to
change the goal-line, but we will be tenacious.
Station 2-9 Roof—Discussion in Old Business.
Freeway System Wildland Fires — I was invited to attend a zoom meeting with our
Congresswoman. During the meeting I asked a couple of questions regarding support to local
jurisdictions about fires coming from the freeway right-of-way. Apparently, I kicked the hornet’s
nest. Lot of people talking and the CPL is meeting with the Sec of Transportation.
Station Level Dispatching—Sarah Sandman and Tyler Gremel have worked with Kittcom to create
station level dispatching. Chris Mabbutt and Justin Moon will be programming pagers and radios.
2022 Legislation-Several items of interest will be reviewed at the meeting.
My Schedule—Attached.

KITTITAS VALLEY FIRE & RESCUE
400 East Mountain View  Ellensburg, WA 98926  (509) 933-7235  Fax (509) 933-7245  sinclairj@kvfr.org

Fire Chief Report
JANAURY 13, 2022
Executive Session- None needed.
District Staffing—We have opened the paramedic testing again, getting a few candidates. Hope
to have good news at the February meeting.
Department of Ecology—We meet with them on Friday, I will let the Board know the outcome.
Winter Season 2022—We are off to a fantastic start if we want to be an island. The crews have
already been tasked with a lot of calls. We also responded to the building evacuation/potential
MCI in Roslyn last weekend.
Firefighter/Paramedic Josh Overland — submitted his resignation. We have conducted an exit
interview.
Firefighter Testing—Finalized and we have several great firefighter/EMT candidates. However,
we need paramedics, so we have opened the testing process again. We will see the outcome of
this. It closes on the 15th.
County Fire Marshal/Building Official—The County Fire Marshal has been arrested in Jefferson
County, and the Building Official resigned recently. The County will be filling these positions, but
it may take a while.
My Schedule—I will be on vacation next week and out of state.
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148 State Street, 10th Floor, Boston, Massachusetts 02109 | (617) 426-2026 | www.publicconsultinggroup.com

February 8, 2022
John Sinclair, Fire Chief
400 E. Mountain View Ave
Ellensburg WA 98926
Dear Chief Sinclair,
Public Consulting Group LLC (PCG) is pleased to present this proposal to the Kittitas Valley Fire & Rescue
(KVFR) and the Kittitas County Fire District No. 7 (KCFD7) to conduct a Partnership Analysis. With the
enclosed proposal, PCG hopes to be a trusted advisor to the KVFR and KCFD7 as you seek to analyze the
current partnership for joint Fire and EMS services to inform decision making regarding the future of fire
and EMS service delivery and facilitate planning.
For over three decades, PCG has worked with fire and EMS providers, public health care providers, and
state agencies to develop and implement practical, cost-effective solutions that matter. We bring dedicated
and experienced staff, company experience, and financial stability to perform the scope of work we are
proposing. We are uniquely qualified to perform all services identified in our proposal as we offer:
► Unparalleled Understanding of the Fire/EMS Landscape: Our experience providing consulting
and assessment services to more than 500 Fire and Emergency Medical Services (EMS) agencies
across the country sets us apart from other firms. PCG has been at the forefront of developing
Fire/EMS initiatives across the country to help providers improve performance, increase efficiency,
maintain compliance, and reduce costs. We have completed Fire/EMS assessments with providers
in multiple states, at the city and county level, for urban and rural providers, and covered diverse
focus areas such as feasibility studies, station location studies, operational assessments, cost
service analysis and ambulance deployment and staffing. Our work experience gives us valuable
insight to facilitate analysis and develop effective recommendations.
► Local WA Experience: Over the past 10 years, we have been working with state and local
agencies in the state of Washington to improve services, increase efficiency, and reduce costs. Our
work experience includes partnering with over 90 EMS providers in the state on revenue
maximization initiatives, generating over $100 million in additional federal revenues. In addition,
our lead Fire/EMS subject matter expert, Chief Ken Riddle, has performed fire-based consulting
services for the City of Tukwila and the City of Spokane. The 2017 Tukwila project provided an
understanding of the unique challenges including swelling daytime population, geography and
topography, growth, and the City’s culture.
► High Performing Project Teams: With more than 2,500 employees across four practice areas,
we assemble project teams with the right multi-disciplinary experience to address the unique
requirements of each project. Our breadth of knowledge in the fire, emergency medical services,
emergency management, and emergency preparedness fields cover all programmatic facets, and
the dedicated project team includes subject matter experts (SMEs) with practical fire, emergency
medical services expertise, program evaluation, data analysis, and project management. We
structure our team to maximize project leadership while balancing subject matter expertise.
► Practical Fire/EMS Leadership Expertise: Our team of Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) represent
over 70 years of combined experience in fire, rescue, and EMS. Deputy Chief Ken Riddle leads
our Public Safety Consulting Services Team. Chief Riddle served as Deputy Fire Chief with the
City of Las Vegas Fire and Rescue (LVFR) and managed each of the department’s five
divisions over his nearly 30-year career with the department. Our lead researcher and writer will
be retired Fire Chief Charles Hurley. Over the span of his 38+ year career Chief Hurley managed
and led departments at the state and local level, as well as private fire service departments.

148 State Street, 10th Floor, Boston, Massachusetts 02109 | (617) 426-2026 | www.publicconsultinggroup.com
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Partnership Analysis
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The principal point of contact for this engagement is Chief Ken Riddle, he can be reached at
kriddle@pcgus.com or (702) 287-6546 for any questions or clarification regarding our response.
We greatly appreciate the opportunity to respond to this important initiative and look forward to your review
of our proposal.
Sincerely,

James Dachos, Manager
Health Practice Area
Public Consulting Group LLC

148 State Street, 10th Floor, Boston, Massachusetts 02109 | (617) 426-2026 | www.publicconsultinggroup.com
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SECTION 1: ABOUT PCG & COMPANY HISTORY
About PCG & Company History
Our Mission – Empowering Public Sector Clients to Improve Services
At Public Consulting Group LLC (PCG), we believe in the power of the public sector and we provide
local/county organizations and state agencies with practical and cost-effective recommendations and
solutions that matter. We empower public sector
health, Emergency Medical Services (EMS)/fire,
For more than three decades, we have:
education, and human services organizations to
helped our clients maximize resources,
make
measurable
improvements
to
their
► contain or cut costs;
performances and processes. Our public sector
► optimize client outcomes;
focus means we have a deep understanding of the
► make better management
challenges our clients face — from economic
decisions;
constraints to demographic shifts to regulatory
► improve federal and state
changes — and what it takes to surmount them.
compliance;
► streamline business processes;
PCG Snapshot
and
 Founded in 1986 – 34 years in business.
► implement and improve their
 Headquartered in Boston, Massachusetts.
technology solutions.
 Experience in 50 states, six Canadian
providences, and Europe.
 Current contracts in 50 states.
 2,000 open contracts at any point in time.
 2,500+ employees and staff in 57 offices.
Because PCG has dedicated itself almost exclusively to the public sector, the firm has developed a deep
understanding of the legal and regulatory requirements as well as fiscal constraints that often dictate a
public agency’s ability to meet the needs of the populations it serves. As a result, we have established a
diverse service offering to support our
clients. Figure 1.1 at right shows our
current global footprint.
Our Corporate Structure
PCG is a privately held Delaware
Limited Liability Company managed
through four designated practice areas,
each of which is run by a Practice Area
Director
(PAD)
who
maintains
responsibility,
accountability,
and
authority
for
overall
project
management, client relations, and
business development. Practice areas
include Health, Human Services,
Education, and Technology Consulting.
These practice areas are supported by
a corporate infrastructure that includes various
administrative departments.

Figure 1.1: PCG’S Global Footprint.

PCG Health Services
The PCG’s Health Practice Area helps both state and municipal health agencies respond optimally to reform
initiatives, restructure service delivery systems to best respond to regulatory change, maximize program
revenue, and achieve regulatory compliance. The practice area uses industry best practices to help
organizations deliver quality services with constrained resources, offering expertise in strategy and finance,
revenue cycle management, and payer support services. PCG’s Health Practice Area is a recognized
leader in health care reform and health benefits exchange consulting, a leading provider of revenue
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enhancement, rate setting, and cost settlement services, and a leading provider of health care expense
management services.
PCG Health’s services range across three Centers of Excellence: Health Care Financing Solutions; Health
Innovation, Policy & Information Technology; and Payer Services. For the scope of services set forth in this
proposal request, PCG will rely on the expertise from the Health Practice Area’s Health Care Financial
Solutions (HCFS) Team that houses the Public Safety Consulting Services (PSCS) unit.
Our team includes former fire chiefs with deep subject matter and practical expertise as well as project
management professionals and data analysis experts who work together to carry out the scope of work.
PCG staff have conducted studies and implemented projects focusing on:
► Service delivery and performance assessments
► Training needs evaluation and design
► Feasibility analysis
► Community risk reduction programs
► Review and analysis of emergency response plans ► Community engagement
► Strategic/Master Plan development
► Quality improvement
► Standards of cover and staffing analysis
► Strategic planning
► Operational assessments
► Fire station location studies
► 9-1-1 Communications Center evaluations
► Fire protection assessment
► Fire and EMS service delivery costs

Public Consulting Group LLC
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SECTION 2: HIGHLY QUALIFIED PROJECT TEAM
Highly Qualified Project Team

Public Consulting Group LLC (PCG) brings the right combination of skills and experience to ensure a
successful engagement. The PCG project team brings hands-on expertise in the critical areas of fire and
Emergency Medical Services (EMS) operations that matter most to the
Kittitas Valley Fire & Rescue and Kittitas County Fire District No. 7
The PCG team includes
Department analysis. Our well-rounded project team has experience
former fire chiefs with
in all aspects of the fire and emergency services area and includes
valuable real-world
former fire chiefs who provide real-world expertise and practical
subject
matter expertise.
knowledge, provision of public fire and EMS delivery, as well as
support from our data analysis and project management teams.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the proposed project team is structured to
maximize project leadership while balancing the wide array of subject matter expertise. The consultants
and operational staff on our project team have the technical skills necessary to execute the deliverables set
forth in this proposal. Chief Ken Riddle, Project Advisor, will provide leadership and direction to
successfully address the scope of work, along with Fire Chief Charles Hurley. Alina Coffman will serve
as Project Manager and will coordinate daily project activities and communication in collaboration with
Rachel Moran who will provide data analysis and valuable project support.
Proposed Project Team
Name
Charles Hurley
Kenneth Riddle

Role
Lead Subject Matter Expert
Project Advisor, Subject Matter Expert

Alina Coffman
Rachel Moran

Project Manager
Data Analysis and Project Support

Figure 2.1: Proposed Project Team.

We firmly believe that the strength, skills, and experience of our team sets us apart from other
consulting firms. Figure 2.2 showcases the qualifications and related experience of our project team; full
resumes of each team member are available in the Appendix.

Name
Kenneth D. Riddle
Lead SME

Proposed Project Team
Qualifications and Related Experience
Ken Riddle served 28 years with the City of Las Vegas Fire & Rescue and
managed every division in the department including the Fire Alarm Office, he
has over 25 years’ experience providing consulting for Fire/EMS agencies.
Clients: Provides subject matter expertise for all Fire/EMS projects. Provided
consulting services for over 50 clients prior to joining PCG.
Certifications, Training, and Associations:
 IAFC EMS Section Board Member: 1993 – 2006
 National Fire Academy, Emmitsburg, MD
Executive Fire Officer (EFO) Program, 1995 – 1999
 Clark County Community College, North Las Vegas, NV
Associates of Applied Science – Fire Service Management, 1982 – 1986
 Clark County Community College, North Las Vegas, NV
Associates of Applied Science – Fire Service Technology, 1982 – 1986
 Past Paramedic certification
 Over 100 certifications, including instructor level certifications related to
fire/EMS

Public Consulting Group LLC
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Proposed Project Team
Qualifications and Related Experience
Subject Matter Expert and Project Manager for Fire, EMS, Urban Search &
Rescue and Hazardous Materials response and program management.
Clients: Provides subject matter expertise for all Fire/EMS projects including
recent projects such as Coconut Creek, Cache County, Toole County and
Josephine County studies.

Name
Charles Hurley
Project Manager
Subject Matter
Expert

20 years’ experience as a senior chief fire officer and fire chief, extensive
experience with program management, labor/management relations and
creative innovations and solutions.
Certifications and Training:
 West Point Leadership Academy, Los Angeles Fire Department, 08/2014
 University of Maryland, MFRI, National Staff & Command Course, 2002
 National Fire Academy, Executive Fire Officer Program, Advanced Fire
Administration, Political & Legal Foundations of Fire Protection, Training
Program Management, ISO/HSO Train-the-Trainer
 Chief Fire Officer Certification, California State Fire Marshal, 2/2012
 Connecticut State Fire Marshal, Certified Fire Investigator, HazMat
Inspector
 Nevada State Fire Marshal, Company Officer-I/II, Hazmat Specialist FFI/II
 California State Fire Marshal, Firefighter-I/II, Hazmat Specialist
 National Registry of EMT’s, EMT-Paramedic, Certified Flight Medic
 CSTI Certified Instructor
 IAFF Master Instructor, Hazardous Materials (1993 – 2002)
 USAF ARFF Certified Firefighter & Firefighter/Rescueman
Over fifteen years’ experience managing projects, working with federal, state,
and local entities. Project Manager for Fire/EMS consulting and feasibility
studies. Experience working coordinating complex projects and high stakes
projects with multiple stakeholders, and collecting public input via forums and
surveys, and managing day to day operations. Main liaison; provides regular
project status updates and risk mitigation.

Alina Coffman
Project Director

Clients: Currently works with EMS providers in IA, OK, and FL to facilitate the
Medicaid cost reporting process and provide audit support. Project Manager
for City of Austin dispatch equity and optimization study. She also managed
the Placentia Fire and Life Safety Department implementation and the
Fire/EMS feasibility study for the Pueblo of Sandia in New Mexico and served
as advisor for Cache County feasibility study.
Certifications and Training:
 Project Management Professional (PMP)
Rachel Moran
Data Analyst and
Project Support

Master of Public Affairs, The University of Texas at Austin
State of Washington, GEMT Program Cost Reporting Lead. Project support for
cost of service and analysis rate studies (Thornton Fire Dept, West Metro Fire
Dept. Project Manager and Data Analyst for Pueblo Feasibility study and
Tooele County study).
Figure 2.2 Project Team Qualifications.
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SECTION 3: QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE
Public Consulting Group LLC (PCG) addresses problems with solutions that matter. We work with over 400
individual fire/Emergency Medical Service (EMS) providers across the country. The individuals proposed
to work on this engagement have specific expertise and experience directly related to providing operational
consulting services, cost reporting, data analysis, feasibilities studies, and program development and
implementation.
PCG is excited to outline our consulting experience
conducting comprehensive analysis and assessment
studies to develop reports and recommendations to
improve service delivery and operations, establish new
fire/EMS delivery systems, promote cost efficiency,
and develop implementation plans. We highlight
specific sample projects that showcase our experience
like the scope of work required for this RFP. We provide
information on our related experience conducting cost
of service analysis, rate studies, as well as revenue
maximization and audit experience.
PCG’s dedicated team brings a solid understanding of
the operational challenges facing cities and counties to
Figure 3.1: PCG’s Fire/EMS Footprint.
ensure the quality and effectiveness of their fire and
EMS response operations. As shown in Figure 3.1, we have a strong footprint serving agencies across the
country, including local EMS and fire organizations in the state of Washington.

Fire/EMS Analysis and Assessment Studies

Figure 3.2 below showcases the diversity of our recent fire/EMS consulting projects. On the following pages,
we provide detailed summaries of projects similar in scope to the requirements outlined in this RFP.
Client
Town of
Zionsville, IN

Travis County
Emergency
Services
District No. 2
Pflugerville, TX

City of Coconut
Creek, FL

Current and Completed Fire/EMS Consulting Projects
Project Scope
Fire Department Strategic Plan (Current Project)
PCG is currently working alongside the Town of Zionsville to develop a Fire
Department Strategic Plan and is performing organizational and operational analysis
of the Town’s Fire Department including internal and external stakeholder interviews,
SCOT analysis, evaluation of system policies and protocols, cost analysis, and more.
Recommendations made based on this analysis will allow the Town to respond to and
maintain their services in conjunction with projected growth for the area.
District Strategic Plan (Current Project)
PCG is presently performing a comprehensive update to the District’s Strategic Plan.
As part of this update, PCG is reviewing the District’s current Standards of Cover
assessment, department vision, mission, and values statements, and performance
measures to make recommendations on changes to determine a long-term vision for
the District and initiate a tactical plan to implement the recommended strategies.
Analysis includes critical issues and service gaps, fire station locations and trigger
points for new stations, and all data and information needed to support the initiatives
that will be proposed in the final Strategic Plan.
Transitional Study for Fire and EMS Services (Completed Project)
Conducted a transitional study and proposed options to the City of Coconut Creek
based our analysis to allow the City to establish a fire and EMS delivery system that
provides an equal or better level of service in a cost-efficient manner compared to the
current system provided by the City of Margate. PCG’s fire department options
focused on comprehensive community risk reduction activities and community
engagement programs.
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Current and Completed Fire/EMS Consulting Projects
Project Scope
Dispatch Optimization and Feasibility Study (Completed Project)
PCG is conducting a comprehensive review of the cost, performance efficiency, and
optimization of TCESD2’s current dispatch services for Fire and EMS response. As
part of this review, analysis includes dispatch performance, resource utilization on
responses, user experience and feedback on dispatch needs, performance, and
service. When completed, recommendations concerning cost for alternative dispatch
services will be made to the District to improve performance and efficiency.
Ambulance Transporting Services Cost and Service Analysis (Completed
Project)
Conducted a detailed quantitative (financial) and qualitative (operational) analysis of
the ambulance transport services provided by Ashland Fire & Rescue (AF&R). The
goal of the study was for PCG to analyze expenditures and revenue data to
understand the financial costs and benefits of operating an ambulance service, and
to conduct a qualitative analysis to evaluate the impacts if ambulance services were
discontinued. The PCG team provided financial data and results of the operational
analysis to help the City determine the future of its ambulance operations.
Feasibility Study and Report Relative to the Provisions of Public Emergency
Medical Services (EMS) within and for Jefferson Parish Hospital District No. 1
and No. 2 (Completed Project)
PCG is conducting a comprehensive assessment of the needs and costs associated
with establishing a new EMS agency in Jefferson Parish. This analysis includes
identifying start-up costs, administrative and operational analysis, as well as
implementation timelines, staffing, training, equipment and facilities, EMS delivery,
and dispatch services. PCG will also identify potential revenue sources available.
Dispatch and Equity Optimization Efficiency Study (Completed Project)
PCG interviewed City of Austin and Travis County staff and other relevant
stakeholders, collected data, and conducted research to obtain a comprehensive
understanding of the City’s dispatch and emergency response, operations,
challenges, needs, and opportunities for improving equity, promoting efficiency,
reducing costs, and increasing quality of services.
Consulting Services for Fire Protection (Completed Project)
The PCG project team was contracted to assist Josephine County in the planning and
development of a permanent system for the delivery of critical fire prevention and
suppression services for unprotected areas of the County. Structural fire protection is
provided by for-profit, private fire companies that sell their services through
subscriptions in areas of the County. PCG proposed the development of a fire
protection district.
Fire/EMS Feasibility Study (Completed Project)
PCG conducted a needs assessment for the Pueblo and its enterprises to identify the
appropriate type and level of fire/EMS services required to meet current and future
needs given the growth of the Pueblo. PCG provided a comprehensive set of fire and
EMS service delivery options for the Pueblo of Sandia to have reliable services and
control over the quality of EMS that residents and visitors receive.
Fire and Emergency Medical Services Study (Completed Project)
PCG completed a review of the EMS system, including an evaluation of the existing
inter-local agreement and consideration of changes to that system. Work also
included a full assessment of the potential advantages and disadvantages of a
combined Cache County Fire District and CCEMS system.
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Current and Completed Fire/EMS Consulting Projects
Project Scope
Transitional Study for Fire and EMS Services (Completed Project)
PCG assisted with the implementation of a new fire and life safety department; working
with city staff on all aspects of establishing a new Fire and EMS department including
operations, communications center set-up, staffing, procedures, technology, best
practices, and compliance.

Tooele County,
UT

Fire Department Funding and Governance Analysis
Conducted a study on the feasibility of creating an additional fire district or service
agency to provide fire protection services for areas currently covered by mutual aid
agreements. The team explored three geographical areas, determined strengths and
weaknesses of governance options, and recommendations on funding.

Metro Fire
Protection
District and
Thornton Fire
Department,
CO

Cost of Service Analysis Rate Studies
West Metro Fire Protection District and Thornton Fire Department hired PCG to
conduct cost of service analysis rate studies for each agency. PCG analyzed the
agency’s financial objectives and utilization to inform EMS operations and budget
planning, including opportunities to reduce costs, maximize revenue, and improve
efficiencies. This included calculation of expenditures and allocation of costs,
comparative analysis with other like EMS agencies, pricing analysis of provider
services, comparison of charges and revenue data by payor type.

Transitional Study for Fire and EMS Services, Coconut Creek, Florida
PCG conducted a transitional study for fire and EMS services to propose options to the City of Coconut
Creek to allow the City to establish a fire and EMS delivery system that provides an equal or better level of
service (in a cost-effective manner) as compared to the level currently being provided by the City of
Margate. PCG’s fire department options focus on comprehensive community risk reduction activities and
community engagement programs to enhance community and firefighter safety. The options and
recommendations for the City’s fire department are designed to meet and exceed local, state, and national
industry standards. This project was completed Spring 2020. The final Coconut Creek report is included in
Section 8 of this response.
PCG completed the following tasks:
 Submitted a detailed written and electronic report of findings and recommendations.
 Met with representatives from all affected agencies including the City of Coconut Creek, the City of
Margate, and Broward County officials.
 Identified costs of establishing fire services, including, but not limited to, staffing requirements,
personnel training, administrative and technical support, insurance requirements, and facility and
equipment needs.
 Developed a list of itemized short-term and anticipated long-term costs and/or financial savings
involved in implementing a city-managed fire department versus a continued contract with the City
of Margate.
 Identified challenges, opportunities, weaknesses, and strengths of a city-managed fire department
versus a continued contract with the City of Margate.
 Addressed administrative oversight and cost, including legal, risk management, information
systems and technology, finance/purchasing/payroll, and human resources personnel.
 Identified transition costs, including apparatus and equipment, computer hardware and software,
HIPAA security and other compliance requirements, system compatibility, record management
system, facility physical upgrades, furniture and other related equipment maintenance costs.
 Addressed any personnel issues related to the transition of employees per the existing
Inter-Local Agreement with the City of Margate and the applicable collective bargaining
agreements, including, but not limited to, recruitment and retention of firefighter/paramedics, IAFF
union local establishment, promotions and demotions, and salary and benefits transitions.
 Addressed governance, command, and control including command staff and succession planning.
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 Provided recommendations for further action following detailed discussion with the other applicable
agencies about critical issues and variables, including existing automatic and mutual aid
agreements, which will be important in these efforts to transition to a city-managed fire department.
 Provided comparison of pros and cons for city-recommended staffing models with
recommendations including policies and agreements that may determine staffing levels and
practices.
 Reviewed local ordinances and agreements that may determine staffing levels including closest
unit response and automatic and mutual aid.
 Created Standard Operating Guidelines and a long-term plan for the fire department.
 Cultivated replacement plans for vehicle fleets and equipment.
Cache County, Utah
In March 2020, PCG conducted a study of the Cache County EMS (CCEMS) Authority in Cache County,
Utah. This study included an analysis of the inter-local agreement that established CCEMS in 2004, the
current operating structure, options to continue ambulance services if CCEMS is dissolved, and
consolidation of CCEMS with the Cache County Fire District (CCFD). CCEMS consists of Cache County
ambulances and Logan City Fire Department ambulances. Logan City sent a notice of termination to Cache
County and has chosen to withdraw its participation with CCEMS. The County needs options to continue
county-wide ambulance services. PCG provided its recommendation to continue operating CCEMS with
Logan City and, if that’s not possible, PCG provided four options to continue county-wide ambulance
services including the consolidation of CCEMS and CCFD.
Scope of services provided:
► Analysis of computer aided dispatch (CAD) data
► Analysis of incident call volume
► Analysis of county-wide response times
► Analysis of budgets and ambulance billing data
► Stakeholder interviews
► Public input survey
► Assessment of volunteer and combination fire departments
► Provided recommendations and options
► Provided final report of findings and recommendations
Josephine County, Oregon
PCG was awarded a contract in Josephine County to conduct a feasibility study to determine the best option
to provide county-wide fire services. Oregon law allows several options for counties to provide fire protection
and fire prevention services. PCG analyzed all seven available options for establishing a rural fire district
and conducted a comprehensive analysis of the unprotected areas. PCG analyzed the private fire service
provider’s administrative and operational effectiveness. The final report of findings included five
recommendations for the Josephine County Board of County Commissioners to consider for resolving
critical fire protection needs for both structural and wildland response services as well as recommendations
on funding options. PCG’s participation in this effort will help the county resolve a six-decade old problem
with solutions that can be enacted in months.
Scope of services provided:
► Analysis of 330 square mile area of county deemed as “unprotected areas” by State Fire Marshal
and Oregon Department of Forestry
► Analysis of private, for-profit fire service providers
► Analysis of minimum standards for private fire service providers
► Analysis of seven options provided under Oregon Revised Statutes for the formation of a local fire
district and rural fire protection district
► Analysis of fire hazard severity conditions in Josephine County Wildland Urban Interface
► Analysis of multi-jurisdictional fire and rescue mutual aid and automatic aid response system
► Development of community input survey
► Finding and recommendations for improvement of county-wide fire protection services
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Tooele County, Utah
In March 2020, PCG was awarded a contract to conduct an analysis of current fire service delivery
throughout Tooele County as well as analysis of options for forming either multiple, separate fire districts
or merge multiple smaller volunteer fire departments into a single fire district along with Tooele County.
PCG researched and analyzed legislative options for forming a fire district in Utah and consulted with the
Utah Association of Special Districts. Consulted with Utah State Tax Commission and Tooele County
Assessor’s Office to assess various funding options to support either district formation option. Provided
recommendations and options for forming a fire district that conforms to Utah State Code, Title 17.
Scope of services provided:
► Analysis of computer aided dispatch (CAD) data
► Analysis of incident call volume for each fire department
► Analysis of county-wide response times by each fire department
► Provide NFPA-1720 Classification for each fire department
► Analysis of each fire department and Tooele County budgets
► Assessment of fire apparatus currently in service and make recommendations for upgrades
► Stakeholder interviews
► Public input survey
► Assessment of volunteer fire departments like Tooele County, (Compare & Contrast)
► Research legislative requirements for forming a fire district in Utah
► Provided recommendations and options
► Provided final report of findings and recommendations
Implementation of New Fire and Life Safety Department, City of Placentia, California
In July 2019, PCG was hired by the City of Placentia to assist with the implementation of a new fire and life
safety department as the city prepares to withdraw from its joint powers agreement with the Orange County
Fire Authority (OCFA). PCG’s consultants worked side by side with City staff, transitional staff, stakeholders
from neighboring service agencies, and vendors to plan for and establish the new fire department. Our
proposal outlined the creation of a City-owned and managed life safety and fire department that will save
the city $2 million in the first year.
The diverse scope of services provided includes:
 Conducting facility assessments and development of transition plan for each station.
 Conducting data analysis to identify cost-effective options for the city to provide fire protection
engineering services, fire investigation services, and fire inspections.
 Analyzing data, reviewing processes, and conducting needs assessment to develop a plan for
establishing the communications center and integrating fire and EMS with Placentia Police
Department. This includes defining procedures for call intake, call processing, and emergency
dispatching services.
 Establishing best practices and protocols for training dispatch services staff, fire fighters, EMS,
and police department staff.
 Verifying adherence and compliance with fire standards throughout planning and
implementation process including: Insurance Services Office (ISO) standards and National Fire
Protection Association (NFPA) standards. This also includes creating a pathway for the City of
Placentia to pursue accreditation by the Commission of Fire Accreditation International.
 Working with vendor to develop a fire department cost recovery program for the city.
 Facilitating the development of fire records management system (RMS) and implementation of
National Fire Operations Reporting System.
Fire/EMS Feasibility Study, Pueblo of Sandia, New Mexico
The Pueblo of Sandia contracted PCG to conduct a needs assessment for the Pueblo and its enterprises
(village and casino areas) to identify the appropriate type and level of Fire/EMS services required to meet
current and future needs given the growth of the Pueblo. The Pueblo of Sandia is a native tribe that currently
depends on Sandoval and Bernalillo Counties to provide EMS and Fire services. There are no assistance
agreements with the counties involved. PCG will provide at least four options for the Pueblo of Sandia to
have reliable services and control over the quality of EMS that its residents and casino visitors receive. We
met with 23 stakeholders to conduct onsite and phone interviews, collected data from diverse stakeholders,
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and developed a comprehensive set of fire and EMS delivery options for the Pueblo Tribal Council to
consider. The project was completed in April 2020.
PCG addressed the following questions and needs:
 What standards of response and standards of coverage would best serve the Pueblo
community and enterprises?
 What standards of organization and standards of staffing are required to meet the response and
coverage standards identified?
 Based on the service standards identified, PCG will provide at least three options/alternatives and
the associated analysis for each – the analysis will include benefits, cost, and the degree to which
each option will help to achieve the identified standards/performance targets.
 Analyze demographic and other relevant data to determine future emergency services needs.
 Define the full scope of services provided and at what level both initially and in the future?
 Determine station locations, facility size, capacity, and amenities.
 Provide recommendations on equipment and apparatus.
 Identify staffing needs (Include staffing patterns/personnel; training and certification
requirements).
 What are the communications and technology requirements; and how will they mesh with existing
communications and technology capabilities?
 Estimate initial costs for facility construction, equipment, staffing, training.
 Estimate ongoing operating costs for staffing, equipment, etc.
 What other issues that should be considered to ensure first-rate Fire/EMS is provided for the Pueblo
and its enterprises (e.g., current fire hydrant locations, access issues, water pressure, physical or
other barriers, etc.)?
 What are the associated liabilities with the provision of Fire/EMS, and what risk mitigation strategies
would need to be implemented to include insurance issues?
 What are the advantages and disadvantages of developing a Public Safety Department (either now
or in the future) as an umbrella agency for Fire, EMS, Police, and Emergency Management?

Cost of Service Analysis, Rate Studies, and Revenue Enhancement

Since 2006, PCG has been working with the EMS provider community to increase Medicaid reimbursement
for ambulatory services.
Most notably, PCG assisted the State of Texas with the establishment of the first EMS Certified Public
Expenditure (CPE) Program in the country and subsequently supported the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts with the approval and implementation of an EMS Certified Public Expenditure (CPE)
Program in 2013. More recently, PCG helped providers in Washington, Missouri, Oklahoma, Oregon,
Illinois, Iowa, and Florida to navigate the process of cost reporting, revenue maximization, and audits. In
Figure 3.3, we highlight our experience in key Ambulance Supplemental Payment Program (ASPP) states.
Leveraging more than 14 years of experience in this arena, we bring vast financial experience as we work
with fire departments and third-service ambulance providers to stand up revenue enhancement programs,
identify reimbursable costs and opportunities for revenue maximization, and complete required annual cost
reports. With our assistance, PCG clients have realized $400 million+ in additional funding.
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Figure 3.3: Achievements and Results in Key ASPP States.
Cost of Service Analysis & Rate Studies
PCG was contracted by both the West Metro Fire Protection District (WMFPD) and Thornton Fire
Department (TFD) to conduct a comprehensive Cost of Service Analysis and Rate Study for each
department. PCG provided analytical services that benefited WMFPD and TFD operations and budget
planning. The primary focus of the analysis centered on the District’s financial objectives and utilization that
yielded valuable information for EMS planning. The final cost of service analysis reports for each provider
are included in the Appendix.
Key Achievements
► PCG calculated the true costs of fire suppression and medical responses. By understanding how much
these activities cost, decision makers were better positioned to make informed budget and rate setting
decisions.
► PCG identified federal 2 CFR 225 eligible costs and developed appropriate allocation methodologies
for cost centers that supported both fire and EMS operations. PCG accounted for all department-wide
costs and then allocated costs, either directly or through allocation methods, into EMS or fire cost
centers.
► We provided cross-comparative analysis of WMFPD and TFD expenditures with other like EMS
agencies.
► PCG identified the appropriate data that will be used to populate the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) ambulance cost data collection survey. This work provided a structure for pulling and
reporting the right data for future CMS reporting requirements.
► PCG conducted a pricing analysis of WMFPD and TFD most provided services by reviewing all
available data on medical responses.
► PCG reviewed both billable and non-billable call responses, the most provided services based on total
volume, the stations/units with the greatest volume of services, and the current pricing for those
services.
► Identified the most provided services for each unit and station by procedure code.
► PCG compared charge and revenue data from each payor type for each of the identified procedure
codes to assess the delta between charges and revenue.
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3.4 Local Experience
Local Fire/EMS Experience
Our successful, local Washington engagements are a testament our passion
about getting results for our clients. Our project team has experience working with
providers in the state of Washington and understand the unique challenges and
cultural context of working with Washington Fire/EMS providers.
Since the State of Washington received CMS approval in 2017 for the Ground
Emergency Medical Transportation (GEMT) program, PCG has played a
significant role in performing cost reporting services for Washington EMS providers. Through the
submission of an annual cost report, public ambulance service providers can collect additional federal
funding for medical transportation services provided to Medicaid-eligible recipients. For fiscal year 2016
and 2017, PCG submitted cost reports on behalf of 60 providers, the number of providers increased to over
70 for fiscal year 2018. This included performing cost
determinations, applying state and federally accepted cost
As a result of these revenue
allocation
methodologies,
categorizing
fire and
EMS
maximization initiatives,
expenditures,
calculating
response
times
by
service,
and
PCG helped providers in
preparing
the
final
cost
report
for
submission.
After
submission,
Washington State generate
PCG continues to provide recommendations and perform detailed
over $100 million in
analysis of cost settlement files to ensure the maximization of
additional federal revenues.
allowable revenue while mitigating audit risk.
Our team has direct experience working with providers in the
state of Washington and analyzing data to develop cost reports for
the GEMT program. Data Analyst Rachel Moran serves as a client lead and works with providers
participating in Washington’s GEMT program. Rachel provides cost reporting, policy guidance, and audit
support. As part of the work to develop cost reports, Rachel analyzes computer aided dispatch (CAD) data
as well as budget, billing, and revenue data. In addition, our lead Fire/EMS subject matter expert, Chief
Ken Riddle, has performed fire-based consulting services for the City of Tukwila and the City of Spokane
prior to his employment with PCG. A brief overview of each consulting project is stated below.
Organizational Effectiveness Review of the Emergency Medical System, City of Spokane, WA
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the current EMS service delivery and performance, review
transport options previously submitted to City elected officials, and review the feasibility of a fire department
transport program. Study objectives included:
 Evaluating EMS System Delivery Process
 Analyzing Ambulance Response Performance
 Analyzing First Responder Response Performance
 Analyzing Financial and Operating Projections for Fire Department–Based Transport
 Reviewing EMS System Management, Oversight, and Support
 Developing and Review Project Report
 Final Report Presentation
There were 29 recommendations for the City to consider that would potentially enhance the service delivery
of EMS in the City. This study was completed in January 2010 by our consultant Chief Ken Riddle. Spokane
Fire Chief Brian Schaeffer was the primary contact for this study.
Fire Station Location Study, Tukwila, WA
The primary reason for this study is to provide the City with information and recommendations for the
location for two of three new fire stations funded by the Public Safety Bond. These potential locations were
determined through a geographical information system (GIS) analysis process. This GIS analysis takes into
consideration response times based on national standards, historical response data, street and road access
and speed limits, topography, and barriers to response, i.e., bridges, railroad tracks, etc. To determine
where the new fire stations should be located, based on this analysis, maps were developed illustrating
apparatus travel times of four-minutes for engines and eight-minutes for ladder trucks. Additional maps
were developed to illustrate the deployment of an effective firefighting force based on current and potential
fire station locations. Several scenarios were developed, and maps were created for each scenario. This
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study was completed in June 2017 by our consultant Chief Ken Riddle. Tukwila Fire Chief Jay Wittwer was
the primary contact for this study.
PCG has relevant quantitative experience conducting cost of service analysis, revenue enhancement, and
rate studies, as well as revenue maximization and audit experience. This financial analysis expertise and
our work evaluating computer-aided dispatch (CAD) data for over 500 Fire/EMS providers makes us a good
fit for the partnership with the KVFR and KCFD7 Departments.
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4. PROJECT APPROACH AND METHOLOGY
At PCG, we are passionate about getting results for our clients. We know that in the public sector, good
results mean healthy, empowered, and successful individuals and communities. Public Consulting Group
LLC (PCG) fully understands and is prepared to meet the needs of the Kittitas Valley Fire & Rescue and
the Kittitas County Fire District No. 7. The Districts’ seek professional services to compare alternative
organizational and governance models, evaluate service delivery methods, analyze the financial history of
the partnership, and evaluate the financial implications of various organizational and governance models.
To achieve the proposed outcomes, our consultants will conduct extensive online meetings with
stakeholders identified from the project kick-off meeting from the KVFR and KCFD7 stakeholders, as well
as community businesses and residents. These stakeholder interviews will focus on the areas identified in
the “Proposed Services” section of this proposal listed below. We are flexible and able to adjust the
proposed services to meet the needs of the KVFR and KCFD7 Boards.
PCG’s study and final report will align to the scope of work as defined below:
► Analysis of the partnership agreement through the three lenses approach examining the combined
department and separately for each department.
► PCG wants to emphasize that all our efforts throughout this project engagement will be closely
coordinated with the KVFR and KCFD7 Boards and staff.
► Conduct a SCOT analysis for the ongoing successful operation of the partnership employing the
“three lenses” approach to the project engagement.
► Review and conduct a SCOT analysis of the partnership agreement between KVFR and the KCFD7
and assess the viability of an expanded partnership agreement.
► Perform a multi-faceted evaluation of available alternatives using the “three lenses” approach. This
analysis will include organizational governance alternatives, financing/cost sharing, partnership
equity and program sustainability.
► Provide a final report which includes recommendations on future fire and Emergency Medical
Service (EMS) delivery programs to include Organizational and governance structure, finance/cost
sharing, processes, and timing.
► Provide conclusive analysis of efficiencies and effectiveness of the department employing the three
lenses approach.
► Facilitate a comprehensive review and evaluation of the final report to each of the governing bodies
with the specific goal of achieving a mutually acceptable partnership agreement that ensures a
strong future for service delivery.
To carry out the scope of work, we propose an inclusive process that:
► Incorporates input from local stakeholders;
► Considers applicable fire/EMS standards;
► Considers local, state, and federal policies and regulations; and
► Promotes best practices in the field of fire/EMS service delivery.
The project will be approached in a series of stages. The total time needed to complete this project from
the kick-off meeting to the delivery of the draft report is estimated to be four months. A detailed project
schedule is included in Section 6 of this response.

Proposed Services
A. Analyze the history of the partnership using three lenses, as one fire department
serviced by the combined department and for each District respectively.
Our consultants will conduct a thorough analysis of each of the department’ operations and administration
since the creation of the partnership agreement using the “Three Lenses” approach employing a
strengths, challenges, opportunities, and threats (SCOT) analysis process. Consultants will also conduct
a thorough analysis of previous studies performed, will interview key stakeholders as well as examine the
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current partnership funding apportionment. All activities will be closely coordinated with the two Fire
Board members.
B. Identify and provide a multi-faceted evaluation of the opportunities and challenges to the
ongoing successful operations of the partnership, through the same three lenses.
Our consultants have extensive experieince in the administration and management of fire departments at
multiple levels and will bring their considerable knowledge, skills and experiences to bear. Consultants
will conduct a SCOT analysis employing the “three lenses” perspective allowing us to develop findings
and recommendations that will ensure the ongoing successful operation and administration of the
department.
C. Review the agreement between KVFR and the KCFD7 for EMS to formulate the pros/cons
and implications of an expanded partnership
With extensive experience in working with, managing and administering fire-based EMS services, our
consultants will provide a thorough analysis of the existing partnership between the KVFR and KCFD7.
D. Identify and provide a multi-faceted evaluation of all possible alternatives to the current
partnership, through the same three lenses, including organizational and governance
alternatives, financing and cost sharing, partnership equity and program sustainability.
Our analysis of all aspects of service delivery will identify and evaluate organizational alternatives-based
inputs provided by each city respectively to ensure equitable service levels are being provided based on
analysis of service demands. Our analysis will identify and evaluate service delivery models, methods,
and costs through the “three lenses” approach to ensure each community is being provided services with
equity based on service demands and that service outputs achieved reflect inputs provided by each
respective city. Key to our desired outcomes is partnership equity and program sustainability.
E. Formulate a recommendation for the preferred future of Fire and EMS services, including
organization and governance, financing and cost sharing, and process and timing.
Our analysis will examine each District individually and then combine our results for the “three lenses”
approach with findings and recommendations for future service delivery of fire and EMS based on
combined benefits of services provided. This analysis will provide organizational alternatives for future
delivery of fire and EMS service programs. Governance and funding options will be explored and
appropriate recommendations made. Our findings and recommendations will be consistent with industry
standards and best practices and ensure equity and efficiencies.
F. Provide recommendations focusing on program cost, efficiency and effectiveness that
will be applicable regardless of the preferred future partnership parameters.
PCG will provide recommendations that focus on the cost of programs, including the efficiency and
efffectiveness of those programs that will continue to be delivered in the future regardless of the
partnership parameters. The continuation of the current service delivery is necessary to ensure public
safety, including firefighter safety, and maintain the current ISO ratings for both Departments. Alternative
governance options will be thoroughly explored in the interest of efficiency and effectiveness of service
delivery.
G. Provide a facilitated review and evaluation process involving the the two Departments with
the goal of assisting the two Boards in reaching a mutually acceptable agreement
regarding the future of fire and EMS delivery.
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PCG will review and analyze the work efforts produced by the Departments in light of the current issues
related to funding because of growth. The current funding formula will be examined to determine
equitable contributions by the participating Departments.
Our consulting team of fire and EMS subject matter experts have a wealth of expereince to offer
communities we serve. It is our commitment to excellence that ensures we will assist and guide the
respective Boards through our findings and recommendations. We will strive to ensure a mutually
acceptable agreement for the future of fire and EMS service delivery is achieved.
PCG is proposing the above services but is open to modifying based on the expectations of the
KVFR and KCFD7 governing Boards.

Project Implementation Approach
Phase I: Project Start-up and Implementation
PCG initiates every engagement with a project kick-off meeting between our project team and a team of
client representatives. These project kick-off meetings are viewed as an opportunity to formally introduce
our team members that will manage the engagement and the staff that will be carrying out the tasks
necessary to complete the scope of work we are proposing.
The initial kick-off meeting for this project will include the PCG project team, representatives from the
Department leadership team. Department officials may also designate other participants as they deem
appropriate. Together, we will review and confirm project proposed scope of work, anticipated deliverables,
review proposed approach as well as the detailed project work schedule, and discuss next steps and other
logistics. PCG will seek to gain an understanding of the Department’s needs, current and future challenges,
and other concerns from the perspective of the designated officials and other stakeholders.
The PCG team may also request copies of information relevant to this effort such as budgets, EMS and fire
department activity records, maps, accreditation documents, GIS information, any city/government plans,
and other information pertinent to this study.
As part of the kick-off, we will work with Department’s leadership to develop a communication plan to
facilitate ongoing communication, coordination, and project management between all parties. The plan will
identify and provide contact information for KVFR and KCFD7 stakeholders, define meeting/periodic status
report requirements, and other communication needs. PCG will provide one project manager as designated
point of contact (POC) and request that the Departments designate a POC for all correspondence and
requests. The POC will also be the person who receives and distributes, as appropriate, copies of the draft
and final assessment report.
Phase II: Data Collection
The PCG team will conduct interviews and collect all relevant data to ensure a thorough understanding and
comprehensive analysis of key operational, structural, economic, policy, and political challenges as well as
opportunities. Interview topics and data collected from the fire department will focus on addressing the
proposed services through the three lenses process, including, but not limited to:
 Analysis of partnership history: PCG will review the partnership by examining resource
inputs and how the department has utilized them to achieve desired outputs through its various
service programs.
 Identifying and reviewing partnership alternatives: PCG will provide a thorough
examiniation of the various options and posibilities for modifications to the current partnership.
 Service delivery and performance: PCG will focus on providing both Fire Boards with findings
and recommendations focusing on cost-effective and efficient means of delivering fire and EMS
services and ensure our analysis continually focuses on the “three lenses” approach.
 Organizational alternatives The PCG team will identify and evaluate service delivery models,
methods and costs by assessing comparable departments, their inputs provided and results of
outputs achieved. PCG’s efforts will culminate in findings and recommendqations that will be
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presented to both Fire Boards to ensure mutually acceptable conditions for future success of
the partnership.
Stakeholder Input
PCG’s experience in conducting fire/EMS and large-scale system assessments has taught us the
importance of engaging key stakeholders at the outset. This ensures we deliver a final product that
accurately reflects the current environment, future needs, and desired outcomes. PCG will work with Fire
Departments staff to develop a comprehensive stakeholder registry for conducting interviews and gathering
input that includes stakeholders from both the KVFR and KCFD7. While all efforts will be made to identify
each relevant stakeholder at the outset of the project, we may need to expand the list to ensure that any
interested stakeholders are provided the opportunity to share information useful in completing the
assessment and developing recommendations.
Given the evolution of the COVID-19 pandemic, PCG will work with the City to align processes
and revise the project approach as needed to address Covid-19 safety measures and comply with
federal, state, and city/county policies, as well as PCG’s guidelines.
We will hold meetings with a diverse and comprehensive group of stakeholders to ensure as much input as
possible. The PCG team may also meet with a group of staff members at the same time and/or may conduct
group forums to obtain diverse feedback important to understanding the current environment. The
stakeholder groups may include but are not limited to the following individuals from both cities:
► Elected or appointed officials;
► Fire department managers and other key staff;
► Finance function managers;
► Human Resources staff;
► Fire department personnel;
► Employee groups/representatives or other members of the fire/emergency medical community;
and
► Other stakeholders if necessary
To facilitate these stakeholder interviews, PCG will develop a set of standard questions that will be used to
guide the discussion. The following major topic areas to be included in the assessment:
►
►
►
►
►

Organizational structure (Three Lenses)
System design
Fire and EMS program effectiveness
Sustainability
Partnership Equity

►
►
►
►

Fiscal structure and stability
Quality improvement concerns
Funding and Fiscal Analysis
Shared resources

Data Requests
The PCG team will provide a detailed data request to collect all relevant information from key stakeholders.
Data may also need to be collected from third parties/surrounding agencies, and we will work with
administrators to determine the best strategy for introductions and making the requests to these additional
stakeholders. We will also work with KVFR and KCFD7 to define a secure process for data transfer if
needed. Below is a sample list (not exhaustive) of data to be collected, this list will be refined based on
conversations with key stakeholders about project needs, data availability:
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►

Expenditures (operating expenses, salary and
benefits, assets, etc.)
Revenue
Shift and staffing schedules, Fire/EMS unit
assignments, organization charts
Policy/procedures manuals
Maps
GIS information
Fee schedules, assessments, taxes
Demographic data

Public Consulting Group LLC

Accreditation documents
Comprehensive plans
Capital improvement projects
Facility and capital assets list/inventory
Previous studies
Charters
Partnership/shared services agreements
Labor agreements and union policies as
applicable
► Local policies
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
►
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Phase III: Data Analysis
During this phase of the project, the PCG project team will review and summarize all the information
gathered during the interviews as well as analyze data collected. If additional information is required, it will
be requested from the network of individuals and organizations that were contacted during the data
gathering stage of the project.
PCG staff may also review literature and reference documents, as well as confer
with other experts as necessary to obtain the latest information including:
► International City/County Management Association (ICMA)
► National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Standards
► Insurance Services Office (ISO) Standards Fire Suppression Rating
Schedule (FSRS)
► Center for Public Safety Excellence (CPSE) Commission of Fire Accreditation International (CFAI)
► International Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC)
► International Association of Fire Fighters (IAFF)
► State of Washington Statutes and Administrative Code
► Washington Department of Public Safety, Fire Marshals’ Office
► Washington Department of Public Health, Bureau of EMS and Trauma Services; and
► Applicable County and City Codes/Ordinances.
PCG’s team members have long-standing relationships with key staff at many of these organizations to tap
for detailed Information, suggestions, and guidance.
Phase IV: Development of Report and Recommendations
Draft Report
We will develop a draft report for review by the leadership of both Departments
and any other designated staff. PCG will work with the primary points of contact
and identified stakeholders to answer questions and update the report of findings
to address changes and recommendations. A tentative schedule that includes
timelines for draft review and revision will be updated during project kick-off to align
with the stakeholder group’s desired timelines and processes. The PCG team will
work with the stakeholder group to define an effective review and revision process
that will incorporate input, facilitate decision making, as well as allow for discussion
and building consensus. The PCG team will integrate written and verbal feedback
and will host stakeholder input meetings as needed to finalize this report.
The report will be organized, formatted, and written in a professional, accessible style to promote readability
and accommodate a diverse audience. An executive summary describing key conclusions, recommended
options, and implementation steps will be provided. Information may be housed in the appendix to provide
supporting documentation or additional details. Lastly, visual representations of information such as charts,
maps, data tables, diagrams, and other images will be incorporated throughout the report to further explain
or convey information in an effective manner.
The report will thoroughly address all the items contained in the proposed scope of work as well as other
issues and opportunities that come to the attention of PCG’s consultants as they complete their work.
Recommendations will focus on strategies that align with the goals of the RFP to “formulate
recommendations for the future of fire and EMS services related to the Departments using the three lenses
analysis process.” Recommendations will be carefully considered to assure that they are realistic,
implementable, and achieve the desired impact as they relate to future of service delivery of fire
and EMS.
Final Report and Presentation
PCG will carefully consider all client input from the draft report review when creating the final report. PCG
consultants will provide the final report to leadership of the KVFR and KCFD7 for review and will be
prepared to present findings and recommendations if desired.
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Value-Added Services

PCG’s highly qualified team of subject matter experts have a broad range of expertise in the following areas:
► Revenue enhancement programs
► Strategic/Master Planning
► Community Based EMS such as Tele-Health
► Community Risk Reduction Programs
► Fire Service Administration and Operations
► EMS Administration and Operations
► Hazardous Materials
► Urban Search & Rescue
► Swift/Flood Water Rescue
► Wildland Fire
► Technical Rescue
► Emergency Management
► Emergency Operations Center Administration and Operations at the local, regional, and state level.
► Training Program Management
► Exercise Program Management
With over 70 years combined knowledge, skills, abilities, and experience, PCG consultants bring significant
value to all services we provide.
Communication Management
Strong project management strategies lay a solid foundation for successful project implementation,
especially when working under tight timelines. A proven project management methodology provides a
thorough and efficient framework for managing communication, as well as any issues or changes to the
stakeholders and team members. These processes provide important feedback loops to all team members
to ensure execution of tasks, timely and adequate problem resolution, and completion of project objectives.
The PCG Project Manager will serve as primary point of contact and will coordinate communication,
meetings, and status updates with the KVFR and KCFD7 designated point of contact.
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SECTION 5: COSTS
Public Consulting Group LLC (PCG) is pleased to present the following cost proposal to the KVFR and
KCFD7 Boards for the proposed scope of work identified in this proposal.
For this engagement, PCG offers the KFR and KCFD7 an all-inclusive fee of $49,500 for the complete
scope of the project identified in this proposal. Rather than requesting monthly payments for incremental
services performed for the prior month, payment for services rendered shall not be invoiced until the entire
project is completed and the Fire Boards has approved the final report. After the final report is submitted
and approved by the KVFR and KCFD7, PCG shall, within 30 days, invoice the primary agency for all
services successfully performed and completed as stated in this proposal.
Total Proposed “Not to Exceed” Cost
PCG will not seek reimbursement from the Departments for any travel and/or other administrative
expenditures incurred with the services rendered in course of this agreement. The compensation payable
to PCG for the services identified shall not exceed $49,500. If the Departments requests that PCG perform
additional services that are outside of the scope of the original service agreement, PCG will request that
the Departments provide authorization for payment for additional services through written request from an
authorized representative.
Job Classification

Description

Project Manager

Project
Start-Up

Subject Matter Expert
Project Support
Project Manager
Subject Matter Expert
Project Support
Project Manager
Subject Matter Expert
Project Support
TOTAL

Data Collection
and Analysis

Draft and Final
Report
Preparation

Project Phase

Phase I

Phases II & III

Phase IV

Hourly Rate

Hours

Cost

$200

4

$800

$250

8

$2,000

$150

4

$600

$200

20

$4,000

$250

82

$20,500

$150

48

$7,200

$200

13

$2,600

$250

40

$10,000

$150

12

$1,800
$49,500

Figure 5.1: Cost Breakdown.

COVID-19 Health and Safety

Given the evolution of the COVID-19 pandemic, PCG will work with the KVFR and KCFD7 to align
processes and revise the project approach as needed to address Covid-19 safety measures and comply
with federal, state, and county policies, as well as PCG’s guidelines.
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SECTION 6: PROJECT PLAN
Schedule of Work/Milestones

In Figure 6.1 is our proposed project schedule to implement the proposed scope of work for this
engagement with KVFR and KCFD7. We included generous timeline for the data collection and analysis
process, as well as adequate time to incorporate input on the draft report. The Public Consulting Group
LLC (PCG) team will collaborate with the Departments stakeholders as required to finetune the project
schedule and timelines as part of project kick-off activities. We want to work in partnership with you, and
make this engagement tailored to the organizational needs of both agencies.
KVFR and KCFD7Department Analysis
Work Plan Schedule
Phase

Phase I: Project
Initiation

Task

Schedule kick-off meeting

1.2

Hold kick-off meeting to review and
confirm project scope

KVFR & KCFD7
PCG

1.3

Develop plan for data requests,
communications, and other logistics

1.4

Designate point of contact (POC)

KVFR & KCFD7
PCG
KVFR & KCFD7
PCG
KVFR & KCFD7
PCG

2.2

Phase III: Analysis
of Options

Phase IV:
Development of
Report and
Recommendation
s

Responsible
Party

1.1

2.1

Phase II:
Acquisition and
Review of
Background
Information

Task Description

2.3
2.4
2.5

Hold face-to-face meetings with key
stakeholders
Review and summarize the information
gathered during meetings and forums
Request data from relevant stakeholders
Confer with other experts (i.e. NFPA, ISO,
and ICMA) as needed
Benchmark performance and service
delivery employing the “three lenses” as
appropriate

PCG

PCG
PCG

PCG

3.1

Analyze data and define key findings

PCG

3.2

Create graphics and other visualizations

PCG

3.3

Develop list of recommended options

PCG

4.1

Assemble draft report

PCG

4.3

Months 1 - 2

PCG

Provide regular progress reports to POC

Provide draft for review by KVFR &
KCFD7
Review and incorporate KVFR & KCFD7
input

Month 1

PCG

2.6

4.2

Projected
Timeframe
(Months)

Months 2 - 3

KVFR & KCFD7
PCG
PCG

4.4

Finalize report

PCG

4.5

Final report and presentation

PCG

Month 4

Figure 6.1: Work Plan Schedule.
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SECTION 7: REFERENCES/EXAMPLES
References

Public Consulting Group LLC (PCG) works with our clients in mind. We are proud to highlight references
that showcase the quality of work, customer service, and value we bring to our clients. We help clients
achieve better outcomes, reduce costs, and improve operational efficiency. As client satisfaction is one of
our main goals, current clients value our partnership and have agreed to provide references about the hard
work and high-quality services we provide. We are providing references for both our fire/EMS consulting
work, as well a client reference for our Emergency Medical Service (EMS) Cost Reporting work in
Washington state.
Reference: Coconut Creek (Transitional Study)
Agency
Project
Date of Performance

Services Provided

Contact

City of Coconut Creek, FL
Transitional Study for Fire and EMS Services
December 2019 – Present
Conduct a transitional study and propose options to the City of Coconut Creek
based our analysis that would allow the City to establish a fire and EMS delivery
system that provides an equal or better level of service in a cost-efficient
manner compared to the current system. PCG’s fire department options will
focus on comprehensive community risk reduction activities and community
engagement programs to enhance community and firefighter safety. The
options and recommendations for the City fire department will meet and exceed
local, state, and national industry standards.
Jeffery Gary, Fire Chief
4800 W. Copans Road
Coconut Creek, FL 33063
954-895-5061
JGary@coconutcreek.net

Reference: Josephine County (Consulting Services for Fire Protection)
Agency
Josephine County
Project
Consulting Services for Fire Protection
Date of Performance
March 2020 – October 2020
PCG was awarded a contract in Josephine County to conduct a feasibility
study to determine the best option to provide county-wide fire services.
Oregon law allows several options for counties to provide fire protection and
fire prevention services. PCG analyzed all seven available options for
establishing a rural fire district and conducted a comprehensive analysis of
the unprotected areas. PCG analyzed the private fire service supplier's
Services Provided
administrative and operational effectiveness. The final report of findings
included recommendations for the Josephine County Board of County
Commissioners to consider for resolving critical fire protection needs for both
structural and wildland response services as well as recommendations on
funding options. PCG’s participation in this effort will help the county resolve
a six-decade old problem with solutions that can be enacted in months.
Darin Fowler
Josephine County Commissioner-Chairperson
Contact
541-474-5221
dfowler@co.josephine.or.us
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Reference: Tooele County Fire Department (Funding and Governance Analysis)
Agency
Tooele County Fire Department
Project
Funding and Governance Analysis
Date of Performance
Spring 2020 – December 2020
Conducted analysis of current fire service delivery throughout Tooele County
as well as analysis of options for forming either multiple, separate fire districts
or merge multiple smaller volunteer fire departments into a single fire district
along with Tooele County. Researched and analyzed different legislative
Services Provided
options for forming a fire district in Utah and various funding options to support
district formation option. Made recommendations to Tooele County
Commission on best course of actions based on analysis performed for the
formation of either a Special Service Agency or Special District based on
needs best suited to county.
Daniel Walton, Fire Chief
Contact
Office: 435-833-8123
dwalton@utah.gov
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SECTION 8: WORK SAMPLE
PCG can provide samples of work products on request.
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APPENDIX
Resumes
Public Consulting Group LLC (PCG) intends to deploy a fully prepared and deeply knowledgeable group of
professionals who have a demonstrated track record of working well together. Staff resumes for this
engagement are provided on the following pages.
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Chief Ken Riddle has more than four decades of experience in EMS and fire
services. He retired from the Las Vegas Department of Fire & Rescue (LVF&R)
after 28 years of service. He served as the Assistant Fire Chief and the Deputy
Fire Chief of every division including the Operations Division, Emergency
Medical Services Division, Support Services Division, and the Fire Prevention
Division, where he served as the Fire Marshal. While serving in those positions,
he designed and developed several major programs, including a
comprehensive in-house firefighter health and wellness program, and a firebased EMS ambulance transport service. Chief Riddle has served as the
Executive Director of the Nevada Fire Chiefs since 2007 and was responsible
for overseeing the development and implementation of Nevada’s Medicaid
supplemental ambulance payments under their GEMT program.

Chief Riddle has been extremely active in national fire and EMS issues since 1992, serving as an elected
officer on the Executive Committee for the International Association of Fire Chief’s (IAFC) EMS Section
including the chairman of the Section and as the International Director for EMS on the IAFC Board of
Directors. He also served as the President of the Southern Nevada Fire Chiefs Association.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Medical Transportation Management (MTM), Inc., States of Nevada and Idaho
(2016 – 2019): State Education, Training, and Outreach Coordinator
Chief Riddle: Responsible for community outreach to medical facilities in the states of Nevada and Idaho,
working with case managers, social workers, and other medical professionals regarding non-emergency
medical transportation services for Medicaid recipients.
Nevada Fire Chiefs Association
Member of the Board of Trustees (2007 – 2019): Executive Director
Chief Riddle: Responsible for the day-to-day administration and management of a non-profit member driven
organization. Manage three federal grants for the recruitment and retention of volunteer firefighters in rural
Nevada.
Riddle & Associates, State of Nevada
(2006 – Present): Independent Fire and EMS Consultant
Chief Riddle: Served as an independent contractor for fire and EMS studies for a few select fire/EMS
consulting firms including the Abaris Group, the Ludwig Group, FACETS Consulting and a few others.
Completed several fire and EMS studies including the following:
City of Tukwila (WA) Fire Station Location Study (2017)
City of Houston (TX) Fire Department Operational Assessment (2016)
City of Phoenix (AZ) Fire Department Ambulance Deployment and Staffing (2016)
Fort Wayne (IN) Fire Department EMS Transport Feasibility Study (2016)
City of San Antonio (TX) Fire Department EMS Study
Orange County (FL) Fire Department Consolidation Study
New York Power Authority EMS Study
Sugar Foods Corporation (CA) Fire Safety Study
EMD Pharmaceuticals- Cyanide Antidote Medical Advisory Member
US Fire Administration-Coordinated the rewrite of the EMS Safety and Infection Control Manuals
Fire and Emergency Television Network-Researched and developed two national training
programs, Fire Department response to Bomb Incidents and Cold and Ice Water Rescue
 Several Telephone Consulting projects for investment or equity firms related to fire/ EMS and
ambulance services, SCBA, software, safety equipment, ePCR, PPE and use of unmanned
aircraft systems
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National Fire Protection Association, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
(2010 – 2011): Fire Service Training Consultant
Chief Riddle: Subject-matter expert in developing training programs for fire and EMS response to
emergencies involving electric and hybrid vehicles. Participated as a team member to develop the NFPA’s
Emergency Response to hybrid and electric vehicle incidents.
The Abaris Group, State of California
(1999 – 2013): Senior Consultant
Chief Riddle: Lead consultant on several fire and EMS studies:
 State of Colorado EMS Department Regional Emergency and Trauma Advisory Councils
(RETAC) assessment and strategic planning
 City of Spokane (WA) Fire Department EMS Study
 City of Great Falls (MT) Fire Department EMS Assessment
 El Paso (TX) Hospital Study regarding the impact of EPFD establishing hospital destination policy
 City of Clinton (IA) EMS Study
 Santa Clara County (CA) EMS Study
 City of San Diego (CA) Fire Department EMS Study
 Merced County (CA) EMS Ambulance RFP Evaluator
 Monterey County (CA) EMS Ambulance RFP Evaluator
 Sonoma County (CA) EMS Study and Development of Ambulance RFP
 Multnomah County (OR) EMS Ambulance RFP Evaluator
 Hamilton County (OH) Fire Department EMS Study
 Town of Pahrump (NV) Fire Department EMS Study
 Washington D.C. Fire Department EMS System, Consultant, and Subject Matter Expert for
Mayor’s Office
 Researched and wrote the 2011 edition of Trends in the Ambulance Industry for The Abaris
Group

ADDITIONAL CREDENTIALS
Mobile Healthcare Network
Fire Chief Recruiters
Las Vegas Fire News
City of Las Vegas Department of Fire & Rescue
International Association of Fire Chiefs
Southern Nevada Fire Chiefs Association
Nevada Fire Chiefs Association

2012 – 2017
2012 – 2013
1993 – 2006
1978 – 2006
1993 – 2006
2001 – 2004
1997 – Present

EDUCATION
Polytechnical College
Cupertino, CA
Fire Administration, Part-Time Upper-Level
courses, 2001 – 2006

Clark County Community College
North Las Vegas, NV
Associates of Applied Science – Fire Service
Technology, 1982 – 1986

National Fire Academy
Emmitsburg, MD
Executive Fire Officer Program, 1995 – 1999
Clark County Community College
North Las Vegas, NV
Associates of Applied Science – Fire Service
Management, 1982 – 1986
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Chief Charles Hurley is a seasoned fifth generation fire service
professional with over 38 years of experience. Tested and proven public
safety leader with 20-years’ experience as a Senior Chief Fire Officer,
eight of which are as Fire Chief, Emergency/Risk Manager, Personnel
Officer and Labor Relations Negotiator. Well-rounded knowledge, skills,
abilities, and experience in: Fire Suppression, Prevention, Community
Risk Reduction, Fuels Management, EMS (Public and Private), Urban
Search & Rescue, Swift/Flood Water Rescue, Wildland/Urban Interface,
and Emergency Management operations at the State and local
government levels during major disasters.

Charles D. Hurley

Project Specialist, Subject
Matter Expert at
Public Consulting Group
LLC

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
Centerra Group LLC

Fire Chief (2015 – 2016):
Project: Assigned to NASA-JPL. Served as fire chief, in command of the
department reporting directly to the Centerra Public Safety Division Project
Manager.

Responsible for the following:
 All operations and administration of the department to include: Emergency Medical Services,
(EMT), Fire, (Structure & Wildland), Rescue and Hazardous Materials at the Specialist Level
 Directly supervise 4, Fire Captains.
 As part of the executive management for the Centerra responsible for implementing policy set by
Centerra/NASA-JPL Contract.
 Ensure effective use of resources in delivering emergency response services to NASA-JPL
community.
 Establish, within Centerra, NASA-JPL and Cal-Tech policy, appropriate service and staffing
levels; allocate resources accordingly.
 Select, train, supervise, motivate, and evaluate the performance of department personnel through
the chain of command; provide and/or coordinate staff training; implement disciplinary and
termination processes.
 Direct investigations to determine the cause and origin of fires.
 Serve as department liaison to LACo. Fire Dispatch and coordination of NFIRS data collection for
State Fire Marshal and US Fire Administration.
 Oversee the enforcement of federal, state, and local fire codes and regulations.

City of La Habra Heights

(2014 – 2015): Deputy Fire Chief
Project: Served the Deputy Fire Chief is second in command of the department reporting directly to the Fire
Chief. Responsible for all operations and administration of the department including: Emergency Medical
Services, (Paramedic & EMT); Fire, (Structure & Wildland); Rescue; Hazardous Materials at the FRO Level;
US&R at the Type-3, Light; Training; Staffing/Personnel; Dispatch; Emergency Management; Directly
supervise 1, /EMS Coordinator and 21, Fire Captains.
 Responsible for all department Administrative and Emergency Operating Policies/Procedures.
 Serve as department liaison to Downey Dispatch and coordination of NFIRS data collection for
State Fire Marshal and US Fire Administration.
 Oversee the enforcement of federal, state, and local fire codes and regulations.
 The Deputy Chief is Director of Emergency Management and responsible for development and
execution of the Community Emergency Operations Plan and oversight of the Emergency
Operations Center and serves as City representative to Operational Area-E Disaster Council.
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City of Oroville

Fire Chief (2009 – 2013)
Project: The Fire Chief is an executive level management position and one of 7 department heads
appointed by the City Council. The Fire Chief receives administrative direction from the City Administrator
but reports to the Council. The Fire Chief is responsible for the following:
► Supervision of Deputy Fire Chief (Fire Marshal), Fire Battalion Chief (Training & Operations) and
Administrative Assistant (Budget & payroll).
► Determine overall strategy, goals and objectives for department.
► Responsible for developing operational and capital improvement budget for department.
► Establish, within City policy, appropriate service and staffing levels; allocate resources
accordingly.
Human Resources, City Personnel Officer (2010)
Project: Responsible for overall management of the HR Department servicing 7 departments and 134
employees. 7 Departments: Administration, Finance, Housing & Economic Development, Fire, Police
Community Development & Public Works and Parks & Trees. Responsible for determining all testing and
promotional exams from City Administrator to entry level employees. Responsible for ensuring all
employees are compliant with local, state and federally mandated training programs across all disciplines.
Responsible for development and maintenance for City of Oroville Personnel Rules and Regulations.

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services

State of California
November 2004 – August 2009
Assistant and Deputy Chief of Special Operations

City of Gilroy, CA Fire Department

Gilroy, CA
Division Chief of Training & Education

November 2003 – August 2004

EDUCATION
Eastern Oregon University
BS Degree, Fire Administration, [5 credits remaining]
Cogswell Polytechnical College
BS Degree in Fire Administration & Fire Prevention (Incomplete)

CERTIFICATIONS / PUBLICATIONS / SPECIAL SKILLS
California State Fire Marshal: Chief Officer Certification 02/15/12
California Fire Chief Association, Chief Officer Leadership Symposium (11/10)
Graduate, National Staff & Command Course, University of Maryland, MFRI (06/02)
National Fire Academy, Executive Fire Officer Program
National Fire Academy, Advanced Fire Administration
National Fire Academy, Political & Legal Foundations of Fire Protection
National Fire Academy, Fire Prevention Organization & Management
National Fire Academy, Community & the Fire Threat
National Fire Academy, Managerial Issues of Hazardous Materials
National Fire Academy, Training Program Management
National Fire Academy, Chemistry of Hazardous Materials
National Fire Academy, ALS/Hazmat
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National Fire Academy, ISO/HSO Train-the-Trainer
National Fire Academy, Terrorism-Basic Concepts Train-the-Trainer
National Fire Academy, Advanced Radiological Incident Operations (Terrorism)
Command School Inc., ICS for Command Officers
ICS-200/300/400/700 & 800
S-330 Strike Team/Task Force Leader
S-339 Division Group Supervisor
FEMA US&R Task Force Leader
FEMA US&R Medical Specialist
CSFM, Firefighter I
CSFM, Hazardous Materials 1A-1G, Specialist, IC and WMD
CSFM Certified Instructor, Level-1/2 Command/Management Courses
CSTI Certified Instructor
IAFF Master Instructor, Hazardous Materials (1993 – 2002)
State of Connecticut, Fire Investigator certification
State of Nevada, Fire Officer I/II
State of Nevada, Firefighter II
USAF ARFF Certified Firefighter & Firefighter/Rescueman
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Alina Coffman has over 15 years’ experience working with public sector clients
at the state, regional, and local level. She’s led projects to implement technical
solutions, developed processes to improve efficiencies, and provided technical
assistance, consulting, and training services. Alina currently works with EMS
providers in IA, OK, and FL to facilitate the Medicaid cost reporting process
and provide audit support. She is also the Project Manager for the Placentia
Fire and Life Safety Department implementation and the fire/EMS feasibility
study for the Pueblo of Sandia in New Mexico.

Alina Coffman

Senior Operations
Manager at Public
Consulting Group LLC

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE
City of Austin

Dispatch Equity and Operations Efficiency Study (October 2020 –
Present): Project Manager
Project: As Project Manager, Alina provides overall project coordination,
and communication to keep the project on track, on budget, and facilitate the work of teams.

Pueblo of Sandia

Fire/EMS Feasibility Study (December 2019 – Spring 2020): Project Manager
Project: Conduct a fire/EMS feasibility study to provide the Pueblo of Placentia with recommendations to
improve quality of Fire/EMS services and options for the Pueblo to provide its own fire and EMS delivery
system.

Placentia Fire and Life Safety Department, California

Implementation of New Fire and Life Safety Department (July 2019 – June 2020): Project Manager
Project: To assist with the implementation of a new fire and life safety department; working with city staff
on all aspects of establishing a new Fire and EMS department including operations, communications
center set-up, staffing, procedures, technology, best practices and compliance.

EMS Cost Reporting, IA, OK, FL

Cost Reporting Client Lead
Project: Work with EMS and fire departments to collect and analyze data; and develop cost report to help
providers maximize revenue reimbursement. Provide comprehensive support throughout the State’s desk
review process.

Education Consulting, Project Management, and Implementation

State Level Work (May 2011 – June 2019): Implementation Lead
Projects: Implemented projects with state departments of education including online instructional
assessments with the Arizona Department of Education, content development with the Oklahoma State
Department of Education, and digital library for the Nevada Department of Education.

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
Public Consulting Group
Austin, TX

Texas Education Agency
Austin, TX

University of Texas

Houston and Austin, TX

May 2011 – Present
October 2005 – January 2011
February 2002 – June 2005

EDUCATION
Public Consulting Group LLC
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University of Texas at Austin

Austin, TX
Master of Public Affairs, 2005

Honors College at the University of Houston

Houston, TX
Bachelor of Science, Human Development and Family Studies, 2002

CERTIFICATIONS / PUBLICATIONS / SPECIAL SKILLS
Project Management Professional (PMP), 2015 – Current

Public Consulting Group LLC
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Rachel Moran is a Business Analyst in the Health division at Public Consulting
Group. Her current areas of focus include special education revenue
enhancement, preparation of Medicare and Medicaid cost reports for state
facilities, and DSRIP funding. Prior to working at PCG, Ms. Moran attended
Quinnipiac University where she received a Bachelor of Science degree in
Finance.

Rachel Moran

RELEVANT PROJECT EXPERIENCE

Department of Health Care Policy and Financing, State of Colorado
Auditor for the Primary Care Fund and Colorado Indigent Care
Program (July 2018 – Present)
PCG has been contracted to conduct comprehensive reviews of providers receiving funding from the
Primary Care Fund (PCF) and the Colorado Indigent Care Program (CICP). These programs distribute
funding to eligible medical providers that deliver services to indigent patients. PCG created audit
methodologies for each program, conducts audits of a select number of providers in each year to
ensure compliance with program requirements, and prepares audit findings reports which are submitted
to Department.
Ms. Moran: Conducts PCF audits and prepares audit findings reports for the Department to inform
provider compliance level with program requirements regarding the PCF application and patient count
practices.
Business Analyst at Public
Consulting Group LLC

Department of Health Care Policy and Financing, State of Colorado
Nursing Facilities Pay for Performance Review (March 2018 – Present): Business Analyst
Project: Evaluate nursing facilities applications for the Colorado’s Department of Health Care Policy and
Financing Pay for Performance program. The Pay for Performance program offers financial incentives
to providers who are able to document specific quality of life and quality of care initiatives, as well as
provide metrics supporting continued improvements in the quality of life and quality of care of residents.
Ms. Moran: Performs objective reviews of the Nursing Facility applications to the DHCPF Pay for
Performance program. Scored facility applications per the requirements set forth by DHCPF.
Conducted site visits of facilities to validate the accuracy of the application materials submitted.
Executive Office of Health and Human Services, Commonwealth of Massachusetts
School-Based Medicaid and Other Stakeholder Agency Revenue Enhancement (July 2017-June
2018)
Project: To calculate the Health-Related Percentage for each program within Private Special Education
School and will assist each agency to implement a fully compliant and improved process for billing for
allowable expenditures for students attending Private Special Education schools for newly eligible
clients.
Ms. Moran: Using the most recently filed and complete UFR year as the source of expense data divided
the expenses into appropriate pools to obtain the health data needed to calculate the health-related
percentages.
Department of Mental Health, State of Missouri
Federal and State Cost Reporting (July 2017 – Present):
Project: Preparing the Medicare (CMS-2552) and Medicaid cost reports on behalf of eight state
operated psychiatric facilities.
Ms. Moran: Prepare the CMS-2552 cost reports for Medicare and Medicaid on behalf of two state
operated psychiatric facilities. Obtained specific information from the facilities in order to properly
analyze detailed charges, revenue, and expenditures. Completed a thorough review of all expenditures
to ensure that all allowable costs were captured and reported in the cost reports.

Public Consulting Group LLC
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Department of Education, State of New Jersey
Special Education Medicaid Initiative Program (Jan 2016 – Present): Team Lead
Project: Special Education Medicaid Initiative (SEMI) is a school-based federal Medicaid Title XIX
reimbursement program. The purpose of SEMI is to recover a portion of costs for certain Medicaid
covered services or activities provided to Medicaid-eligible students enrolled in over 250 participating
New Jersey local education agencies.
Ms. Moran: Reviews data submitted by districts through the annual cost report for reasonability. Assists
districts with questions regarding the annual cost report through the phone hotline and by email.
Health Care Authority, State of Washington
Delivery System Reform Incentive Payment (DSRIP) Financial Executor
Project: To support HCA’s Section 1115 Medicaid Transformation Project (MTP), ensuring consistent
management of and accounting for the distribution of DSRIP funds across the Accountable
Communities of Health (ACHs).
Ms. Moran: Assisting in the development of a web portal to facilitate Financial Executor functions to
provide the means to facilitate the funds flow process and display the reporting of all distributed
payments, providing training to end-users, as well as phone and email support for issues or assistance
within the portal.
Health Care Authority, State of Washington
Ground Emergency Medical Transportation Program (August 2018 – Present): Team Lead
Project: Worked with local emergency services providers to complete the cost reports in compliance
with the newly established EMS Medicaid supplemental payment program, desk reviewed the cost
reports, and calculated the final settlements along with variance analyses.
Ms. Moran: Works on project teams responsible for five different clients in the Washington area.
Responsible for all day to day communication, data collection and analysis, and cost report preparation
and submission.

PROFESSIONAL BACKGROUND
Public Consulting Group
Boston, MA

July 2017 – Present

EDUCATION
Quinnipiac University

Hamden, CT
Bachelor of Science in Finance, 2017
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COOPERATIVE EFFORTS FEASIBILITY STUDY
It is often assumed that legal merger of agencies is the only cooperative effort alternative that is available.
However, there are many different approaches available to fire departments when considering
consolidation of services, not limited to merger. The options fall on a spectrum from a do-nothing
approach to various forms of administrative, operational and functional consolidation – none of which
mean dissolving any single agency - up to complete unification of the organizations into what is,
essentially, a new emergency service provider.
ESCI evaluates each participating agency independently and in detail. Based on those finding an analysis
is conducted of the operational, management and financial feasibility of various forms of cooperative
service delivery that may be applicable to the client agencies.

Sample Scope of Work | Cooperative Efforts Feasibility Study
Phase I: Project Initiation
Task 1-A: Project Initiation & Development of Work Plan
ESCI will converse with the management teams of the various governments and organizations involved in
the study or their project liaisons to gain a comprehensive understanding of the communities’
backgrounds, goals, and expectations for the project. ESCI’s project manager will develop and refine a
proposed work plan that will guide the project team. This work plan will be developed identifying:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Primary tasks to be performed
Person(s) responsible for each task
Time table for each objective to be completed
Method of evaluating results
Resources to be utilized
Possible obstacles or problem areas associated with the accomplishment of each task

This process will also help to establish working relationships, make logistical arrangements, determine an
appropriate line of communications, and finalize contractual arrangements.

Task 1-B: Acquisition & Review of Background Information
ESCI will request pertinent information and data from each organization’s assigned project manager. This
data will be used extensively in the analysis and development of the report document. The documents
and information relevant to this type of project will include, but not be limited to, the following:
•
•

Past or current emergency service studies or research
Community Comprehensive Plan documents, including current and future land use information

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local census and demographics data
Zoning maps and zoning codes
Financial data, including debt information, long-range financial plans and projections
Department administrative policies and procedures
Standard Operating Guidelines (SOGs) and service delivery practices
Current service delivery objectives and targets for each community
Facilities and apparatus inventories
Local collective bargaining agreements, if applicable
Automatic and mutual aid agreements
Records management data, including National Fire Incident Reporting System (NFIRS) incident
data
Computer-Aided Dispatch (CAD) incident records
Local Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data, where available

Task 1-C: Stakeholder Input
The ESCI project team will conduct site visits in each community and department for the purpose of
conducting interviews with, and gathering information from, key personnel including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elected or appointed officials
Fire department managers and other key staff
Finance function managers
Community planning staff
Human resource function coordinators
Medical Director for regional or community EMS, where applicable
Employee and volunteer groups
Others as they may contribute to this project

The project team will interview key stakeholders of any organization associated with this study. At a
minimum, members of the project team will interview appropriate community officials, fire department
officials, volunteer association leaders, labor organization representatives and others that the project
team deems necessary.
From these interviews, ESCI will obtain additional perspective on operational, economic, and policy issues
facing the agency. In addition, the project team will learn more about availability of data necessary to
meet projected goals.

Phase II: Baseline Agency Evaluations
The initial phases of the study focus on a baseline assessment of the current organizational conditions of
each agency and current service performance of the departments and the study area as a whole. ESCI will
conduct an organizational review of these departments based on the elements included in the following
tasks. The purpose of this evaluation is to assess the agencies’ operations in comparison to industry
standards and best practices, as well as to create a benchmark against which the options for future service
delivery can be measured.

Task 2-A: Organization Overview
An overview of each organization and community will be developed discussing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Service area population and demographics
History, formation, and general description of the fire agencies
Description of the current service delivery infrastructure
Governance and lines of authority
Foundational policy documents
Organizational design
Operating budget, funding, fees, taxation, and financial resources

Task 2-B: Management Components
Each organization’s basic management processes will be reviewed, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mission, vision, strategic planning, goals, and objectives
Internal assessment of critical issues
Internal assessment of future challenges
Internal and external communications processes
Document control and security
Reporting and recordkeeping
Information technology systems

Task 2-C: Capital Assets and Capital Improvement Programs
ESCI will review status of current major capital assets (facilities and apparatus) and analyze needs relative
to the existing condition of those assets and their viability for continued use in future service delivery,
including:
Facilities – Tour and make observations in areas related to station efficiency and functionality. Items to
be contained in the report include:
•
•
•
•

Design
Construction
Safety
Environmental issues

•
•
•
•

Code compliance
Staff facilities
Efficiency
Future viability

Apparatus/Vehicles – Review and make observations regarding inventory of apparatus and equipment.
Items to be reviewed include:
•
•
•
•
•

Age, condition, and serviceability
Distribution and deployment
Maintenance
Regulations compliance
Future needs

Task 2-D: Staffing and Personnel Management
ESCI will review each department’s staffing levels. Areas to be considered include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review and evaluate administration and support staffing levels
Review and evaluate operational staffing levels
Review staff allocation to various functions and divisions
Review staff scheduling methodology
Analyze current standard of coverage and staffing performance for incidents
Review firefighter/EMS staff distribution
Review utilization of career and volunteer companies, where applicable
Review responsibilities and activity levels of personnel

Personnel management systems of the departments will also be reviewed, focusing on:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human resources policies and handbooks
Quality and status of job descriptions
Personnel reports and recordkeeping
Compensation systems
Disciplinary process
Counseling services
Application and recruitment processes
Testing, measuring, and promotion processes
Member retention efforts and programs
Health and wellness programs

Task 2-E: Service Delivery and Performance
ESCI will review and make observations in areas specifically involved in, or affecting, service levels and
performance of the departments, either individually or when operating in concert with one another in the
study area (the collective jurisdiction of all organizations included in the study). Areas to be reviewed shall
include, but not necessarily be limited to:
•

•

•

Service Demand Analysis—
§ Analysis of current service demand by incident type and temporal variation for each
individual organization
§ Analysis and geographic display of current service demand density within the overall study
area
Resource Distribution Study—
§ Overview of the current facility and apparatus deployment strategy, analyzed through
Geographical Information Systems software, with identification of service gaps and
redundancies. This distribution study will be conducted for the study area as a whole, with all
existing facilities included in the analysis.
Resource Concentration Review—

•

•

•

§ Analysis of geographic display of the response time necessary to achieve full effective
response force arrival in the study area using existing distribution of all organizational
resources
§ Analysis of company and staff distribution as related to effective response force assembly in
the study area
Response Reliability Study—
§ Analysis of current workload, including unit hour utilization of individual companies (to the
extent data is complete)
§ Review of actual or estimated failure rates of individual companies (to the extent data is
complete)
§ Analysis of call concurrency and impact on effective response force assembly
Response Performance Analysis—
§ Analysis of actual system response time performance, analyzed by individual companies (to
the extent data is available). Performance analysis will be conducted for each jurisdiction
individually and for the study area as a whole.
Mutual and Automatic Aid Systems

Task 2-F: Support Programs
ESCI will review and make overall observations involving support programs within each organization for
the critical areas of training, life safety services, and communications. Items to be reviewed include:
Training
• General training competencies
• Training administration
• Training schedules
• Training facilities
• Training procedures, manuals, and protocols
• Training recordkeeping
Life Safety Services (Fire Prevention)
• Code enforcement activities
• New construction inspection and involvement
• General inspection program
• Fire and life-safety public education programs
• Fire investigation programs
• Pre-incident planning
• Statistical collection and analysis
Communications
• Alarm systems and communications infrastructure
• PSAP and Dispatch Center capabilities and methods
• Dispatch center staffing

Task 2-G: Planning for Fire Protection and Emergency Medical Services
The planning processes within the agency shall be reviewed. Key components include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Review and evaluate the adequacy of the current planning process
Review elements of tactical planning within the organization
Review operational planning within the organization
Review strategic planning practices
Review long range or other planning efforts
Make recommendations relative to future planning process needs

Phase III: Future Opportunities for Cooperative Efforts
ESCI will use the completed baseline assessment of each agency to identify opportunities and feasibility
for cooperative efforts. The project team will identify areas of duplication that can be reduced through
consolidation efforts, as well as potential service improvements that can be accomplished. Experience has
shown that this frequently becomes the overriding influence for public fire service consolidation efforts.
Items in this section of the report include but are not limited to the areas listed below. The detailed
information provides department heads and elected officials with the information necessary to make
important decisions regarding emergency services consolidation. Included are:

Task 3-A: General Partnering Strategies
The various partnering strategies are described, beginning with a do-nothing approach and ending with
complete consolidation of the agencies into a new emergency service provider. The following alternatives
will be evaluated and discussed:
•
•
•
•
•

Complete autonomy
Advanced auto aid systems
Functional consolidation
Operational consolidation
Legal unification or merger

Task 3-B: Options for Shared Services
The study takes into account the many shared issues that face each agency, and how such matters affect
the effort to construct a regional model for efficient service. These issues are identified and analyzed.
Within each presented option for shared services, ESCI will evaluate and discuss the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level of cooperation
Estimated timeline for completion
Affected section, i.e. Administration, Operations, Support Services
Affected stakeholders
Objective of strategy
Summary of strategy
Guidance

•
•
•

Fiscal considerations
Social considerations
Policy actions

Task 3-C: Fiscal Analysis
ESCI uses computer-driven model budgets for each agency to allow a comparative examination of the
actual public costs for each fire agency, and as a tool for analyzing the financial effects of any type of
consolidation. Budget modeling is also used to measure the effects of the proposed change(s). Funding
mechanisms are Identified financial outcomes are provided for each consolidation strategy offered.
•
•
•
•
•

Review and analyze department budgets and revenues
Review separate budgets
Develop projected consolidated budget extending to a minimum of five years
Identify financial issues of consolidation
Identify areas of short and long-term savings and costs

Fiscal analysis is an important component of the emergency services evaluation. Long-term survival of an
emergency services system requires that the system be adequately funded. ESCI determines the fiscal state
of each agency and develops recommendations on improving the financial resources available for emergency
services. All recommendations are consistent with the municipalities’ financial capability to provide adequate,
cost effective services to citizens. In addition, budgeting practices are thoroughly examined, and alternate
methodologies may be suggested.
In addition to the fiscal state evaluation of each agency, ESCI will present an evaluation of various funding
alternatives to assist the region in the sharing of the cost of providing any consolidated or merged emergency
services. Presented alternatives will include, but not necessarily be limited to, the following:
•

•

Funding based on:
§ Redirected funds
§ Charitable foundations
§ Mill levy
Cost allocation based on:
§ Area
§ Assessed value
§ Deployment
§ Service demand
§ Fixed rate
§ Population
§ Multiple variables

Task 3-D: Findings, Recommendations, and Plan of Implementation
Any cooperative venture among the agencies presents the organizational leaders with a series of
challenges. Successful implementation of this proposal will require that significant matters be addressed
regardless of which form of consolidation is chosen. Those issues will be identified here.
•
•
•
•

•

Findings
§ Feasibility of each option will be presented
Preferred Option
§ The preferred option or options will be presented and discussed at length
Policy Action
§ Necessary policy action by the elected bodies will be described
Timelines
§ The recommendations outlined in this section provide general completion timelines offered
to guide the agencies in developing a more detailed listing during the formal planning
process
Process Issues
§ Strategic planning, legal considerations, management and governance, funding, and other
issues will be provided in detail

Phase IV: Development, Review, and Delivery of Project Report
Task 4-A: Development and Review of Draft Project Report
ESCI will develop and produce an electronic version of the draft written report for review by the client and
client representatives. Client feedback is a critical part of this project and adequate opportunity will be
provided for review and discussion of the draft report prior to finalization. The report will include:
•

•
•
•

Detailed narrative analysis of each report component structured in easy-to-read sections and
accompanied by explanatory support to encourage understanding by both staff and civilian
readers
Clearly designated recommendations highlighted for easy reference and catalogued as necessary
in a report appendix
Supportive charts, graphs, and diagrams, where appropriate
Supportive maps, utilizing GIS analysis, as necessary

Task 4-B: Delivery and Presentation of Final Project Report
ESCI will complete any necessary revisions of the draft and produce two copies per organization of the
bound, final version of the written report, along with an electronic version in PDF file format.
A formal presentation of the project report will be made by ESCI project team member(s) to a joint
meeting of the community leaders and/or organizations included in this study. The presentation will
include the following:

•
•
•
•
•

A summary of the nature of the report, the methods of analysis, the primary findings, and critical
recommendations
Supportive audio-visual presentation
Review and explanation of primary supportive charts, graphs, diagrams, and maps, where
appropriate
Opportunity for questions and answers, as needed
All presentation materials, files, graphics, and written material will be provided to the client at
the conclusion of the presentation(s)

Optional Study Areas to Be Inserted or Substituted:
Task 2-H: Emergency Medical Services Support and System Oversight
Evaluate the agencies’ Emergency Medical Services support and oversight mechanisms to include, but not
limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•

Review of logistical support services
Review of current medical control and oversight
Review of quality assurance/quality improvement mechanisms in place
Review of system integrity regarding required credentialing

Task 2-I: HAZMAT Services Support and Response Capability
Evaluate the agencies’ capabilities regarding hazardous materials incident response to include, but not
limited to, the following:
•
•
•

Review of physical and personnel resources
Review of training and educational compliance
Review of historical staffing performance regarding hazardous materials responses

Task 2-J: Technical Rescue Services Support and Response Capability
Evaluate the agencies’ capabilities regarding technical rescue incident response to include, but not limited
to, the following:
•
•
•

Review of physical and personnel resources
Review of training and educational compliance
Review of historical staffing performance regarding technical rescue responses

Task 3-D: Public Input Meetings
At the conclusion of Phases I, II, and III, ESCI staff will facilitate a community public input meeting intended
to provide information and gather input from members of the general public, community organizations,
and neighborhood associations. In order to assess public sentiment toward potential future system
changes, discussions will center on the following issues:
•
•

Customer perception of emergency services
Desired level of service

•
•

Support for a consolidated emergency services system
General input

The project team will prepare survey instruments, questionnaires, and forms to be used during the
community meeting. Professional graphics and a presentation of study objectives will be used to increase
customers’ understanding of their role in the process. The results of the assessment of current resources,
projections of future demand and risk, and the fire service costs and existing funding sources will be
summarized, presented and discussed in the public input meeting. Data and input gathered from the
meeting will be summarized within the study, as well as during meetings with internal stakeholders. ESCI
will provide facilitation staff for the public meeting, but will expect the client to assist with logistics,
scheduling, meeting locations, and public advertising.

FREQUENTLY
ASKED QUESTIONS
Q What is NPPGov?
A NPPGov is a national cooperative procurement organization

based in Seattle, WA offering publicly solicited contracts to
government entities nationwide. Our contracts are created
through a public solicitation and award process by a Lead
Public Agency. Membership is free and there are no minimum
purchasing obligations. NPPGov provides live contract
support five days a week with a team dedicated to assisting
members through all stages of the procurement process.

Q How does the program work?
A NPPGov uses a Lead Public Agency to publicly solicit and award
contracts through a Request for Proposal (RFP) process. Our
members are eligible to access these contracts by signing an
intergovernmental agreement (IGA) with the Lead Public
Agency, thereby eliminating the need to complete their own
RFP process. NPPGov staff and legal counsel facilitate this
process and provide necessary documentation and support.

Q Can my entity purchase through NPPGov?
A Your state and local procurement laws and policies dictate the ability
to use contracts available through NPPGov. In the vast majority
of jurisdictions the answer is “yes!” NPPGov staff are available to
answer questions about how our contracts are established to help
determine eligibility. Virtually all 50 states have statutes in place
that specifically allow the use of publicly solicited contracts even
if the contract was created in another state. More information
about state statutes can be found on our website (www.nppgov.
com/procurement-solutions/state-legal-statutes). The only
other requirement is you must be a member of NPPGov.

Q What contracts are available through NPPGov?
A We have an extensive portfolio including contracts for office
supplies and equipment, firefighting and rescue equipment,
wireless and data communications, playground equipment,
furniture, fire apparatus, tires, agricultural and construction
equipment, law enforcement equipment, electric and lighting
equipment, medical supplies, unmanned vehicles, safety
equipment, MRO products, and more. A complete list of contracts

Q Do I have to be a member?
A Yes, membership is required. As a cooperative procurement

organization we rely on the strength of our membership to develop
competitive contracts. Membership is free and joining is easy.
Eligible organizations include:
•

Government: State and local, tax districts, K-12
public schools, higher education, etc

•

FireRescue GPO: Fire agencies, districts, and
departments, volunteer, EMS/Ambulance, etc

•

Law Enforcement GPO: Police/sheriff departments,
correctional facilities, emergency management.

•

Non-Profit: All 501(c) 1-28 organizations
that do not receive Medicaid funding.

and pricing is available on nppgov.com. After registering and
logging into the website, click on the “Our Vendors” tab.

Q

I have to conduct an RFP process or
at least have three quotes. How does
NPPGov satisfy this requirement?

A

NPPGov contracts were created through an RFP process
meeting the requirements of all lower and upper purchasing
threshold requirements. The process includes local and
national print advertising as well as online internet services to
post RFP solicitations. By piggybacking off the contract you
are eliminating the need to conduct your own solicitation or
collect three quotes. It is still your responsibility to verify our
contracts meet your state and local requirements but our legal

To become an NPPGov Member:

counsel is available for consultation during your analysis.

1. Visit our website: nppgov.com
2. Click “Join Now”
3. Complete the registration form and submit.
4. You will receive a welcome call and e-mail confirming your
membership within 24-48 hours (usually the same day). The
welcome email will include your username, password, and
NPPGov member number. Vendor discount information can be
accessed using your login credentials to log into nppgov.com.

Q

Where do I find information on the products and
price quotes offered through NPPGov contracts?

A

Our website has a full list of all vendors/contracts as well as
products and pricing. Vendors will provide quotes for the items
of interest. Some information is only available to members
who have logged in to the website: www.nppgov.com

Q

What is the difference between
NPPGov and other cooperatives?

A

We can’t speak to how other cooperatives conduct
business but we know our members appreciate:
•

Responsive customer service, including
communications with our legal counsel.

•

Our use of separate Lead Public Agencies to
conduct RFPs on behalf of our members, which
keeps the process fair and unbiased.

•

Readily available access to all necessary
RFP and contract documentation.

•

Our revenue supports our non-profit hospital
owners, funding critical healthcare initiatives
such as autoimmune disease research.

•

Q

Fire/Rescue specific revenue supports the fire service through a
revenue sharing program with fire chiefs associations nationwide.

What process validated the product
and services offered?

A

NPPGov serves as a nationwide channel providing publicly
awarded agreements to government entities. Our publicly
solicited agreements have been awarded through an RFP
issued by a Lead Public Agency. The agency is an independent
government entity that carries out the advertising and
solicitation procedures required by public contracting law.
NPPGov’s contracts are established through the following process:
1. The Lead Public Agency prepares an RFP, incorporating the
required cooperative purchasing (piggybacking) language that
allows public entities across the nation to utilize the contract.
2. Suppliers respond to the RFP and the Lead Public Agency
evaluates and awards the Master Price Agreement(s).
3. Contract documents are posted on our website under
the “Our Vendors” tab. NPPGov members can review all
documents online and access contract pricing by signing the
Intergovernmental Cooperative Purchasing Agreement (IGA).
4. Our public solicitation process is consistent
with FEMA/AFG guidelines.
Please consult your legal counsel for confirmation in your jurisdiction, or
contact our legal counsel for further information at 877.329.8847

Q

Where can I obtain copies of the
legal documentation associated with
each publicly solicited contract?

A

Contracting documents including the RFP, Master Price
Agreement, Intergovernmental Agreement (IGA), and Synopsis
are available on our website under the vendor page and may
be accessed by logging onto the website, nppgov.com

Q What are the terms of the contracts?
A Contract length varies by the public entity that conducted

the solicitation but the initial term is typically between two
to four years with the option of multi-year extensions.

Q

Do the contracts offer products to meet
my organization’s specific needs?

A

Most contracts offer a full product line and many provide
for various options and customized products. Review the
specific contract you are interested in for further details. Both
the vendor and our staff are available for consultation.

Q What does it cost to join NPPGov?
A There are no membership fees, no purchasing obligations
and no minimum purchasing requirements.

Q

How is NPPGov funded and
where does the revenue go?

A

We negotiate a small administrative fee with our vendors, which allows
us to provide our service free of charge to our members. Revenue
from our program goes to our non-profit hospital owners to fund
critical healthcare initiatives such as autoimmune disease research.

Q Where do I send the payments?
A Invoices and payments go directly through the vendor you are

working with for the products of interest. NPPGov does not collect
any payments from our members for products or services.

Q How do I learn more about NPPGov?
A For more information about our program please visit

our website: nppgov.com. If you need more information
or would rather speak to someone please call or email:
877.329.8847/customerservice@nppgov.com

NPPGov Programs:
FireRescue GPO is a national cooperative purchasing
program offering publicly solicited contracts to fire
departments nationwide. Our contracts were created
through a public RFP process by a Lead Public Agency.
Membership is free with no purchasing obligations. Negotiated contracts
are available for below threshold purchases and individual firefighter
discounts. In addition to saving you money, the program generates
revenue for the fire chiefs association where the purchase was made
including the IAFC, IAFC Division Association and State Chief Associations.
Those eligible for this program include: fire/rescue and EMS departments along
with their members (including city, county, districts, state and federal).

Law Enforcement GPO was created as a program
of NPPGov to meet the procurement needs of the
law enforcement community. Members have access
to a broad range of publicly solicited contracts
with discounted pricing and a customer service department that is
dedicated to assist through all stages of the purchasing process.
Those eligible for this program include: law enforcement agencies, sheriff departments, correctional
facilities, emergency communications, and emergency management agencies and their employees.

© 2015 National Purchasing Partners

Consulting Services for
Public Organizations

Product Specifics
Emergency Services Consulting International (ECSI)
is a consulting firm providing specialized, professional
Fire EMS, Law Enforcement and Communications
consulting services throughout the United States and
Internationally. Some services on contract include:
•

Strategic Planning and Long-Range Master Planning

•

Feasibility Studies for Cooperative Efforts

•

ISO Benchmarking/Pre-evaluation Studies

•

Executive Recruitment for Fire Chiefs, Police Chiefs,
and Other Public Safety Professionals

•

Selection Testing for Entry-level Firefighter and Police Officers

•

Promotional Testing/Assessment for Fire and Law Enforcement

•

Physical Abilities Tests/CPAT Validation

•

Supervisory and Leadership Training

Pricing Details
Members receive discounted pricing on these products.
For pricing and product details, log in to nppgov.com.

Lead Public Agency: Public
Procurement Authority
RFP #1715
CONTRACT TERM
Effective Date: 06/05/18
Initial expiration: 06/05/21
Possible extensions through: 06/05/24

NPPGov
NPPGov is a national cooperative
procurement organization based in
Seattle, WA offering publicly solicited
contracts to government entities
nationwide. Our contracts are created
through a public solicitation by a
Lead Public Agency. Access to our
cooperative contracts is free and
there are no purchasing obligations.

Contract Details
•

Log into nppgov.com

•

Forms, legal documentation, price lists and other
information can be found on the ESCI vendor page

•

Sign the Intergovernmental Agreement
(IGA) and keep for your records

•

Provide your NPPGov member number on the purchase order

Benefits of cooperative contracts:
•

Competitively bid, no
additional RFP necessary

•

Saves time and money in
your procurement process

•

Live contract support

customerservice@nppgov.com

877.329. 8 8 47

2020/2021 KVFR Modified Award Ceremony

Where: Your Volunteer Station
When: Station 26-Fairview: April 18th, 2022 @ 6pm
Station 28/27-Westside/Reecer Creek : April 19th, 2022 @ 6pm
Station 24/23-Badger Pocket/Denmark: April 25th, 2022 @ 6pm
Station 22-Broadview : April 26th, 2022 @ 6pm
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, we are unable to allow any guests to attend the award
ceremony. Please only bring yourself. Refreshments will be provided along with the
traditional KVFR slideshow!
Please RSVP to Sydney McBride: mcbridesy@kvfr.org or 509.933.7231

KITTITAS VALLEY FIRE & RESCUE

400 E Mountain View ▪ Ellensburg, WA 98926 ▪ (509) 933-7231 ▪ mcbridesy@kvfr.org

Firefighter Eligibility List
The following eligibility list shall be valid from February 1, 2022 until February 1, 2024
Paramedic
Mitchell Holbrook
Timothy Rowatt

The following eligibility list shall be valid from November 16, 2021 until November 16, 2023
EMT
Julien Appignani
Steven Babcock
Parker Buchanan
Terry Burleson
Kristi Edmonds
Luke Garrison
Brian Hamerly
Tanner Howard
Garth Lervold
Ariel Morfin
Carson Roberts
Jacob Ross
Jacob Wagner
Nick Wehmhoefer
Brandon Wood
Jonathan Wutzke

KITTITAS COUNTY FIRE DISTRICT #2
Ellensburg, WA
Resolution 22-05
SUBJECT:

TRANSFER OF FUNDS

WHEREAS,

Kittitas County Fire District #2 established the Long Term Care Fund 636-060 for retired
LEOFF I personnel’s long term care expenses that could be incurred by the District
after insurance coverage. The District desires to have adequate funds to meet the
retired LEOFF I long term care financial obligations, and

WHEREAS,

Kittitas County Fire District #2 desires to provide adequate funding for the Equipment
Fund. Analysis of the EQU Fund 636-041 indicates that $100,000 needs to be moved
from the General Fund #636-010 for approved equipment purchases, and

WHEREAS,

Provisions were made in the 2022 budget for these contingencies, and now

THEREFORE,

BE IT RESOLVED, that the Board of Fire Commissioners, Kittitas County Fire District
2, by virtue of this resolution hereby authorizes the transfer of funds as follows:

Amount
$2,000
$100,000

From Fund
#636-010 General
#636-010 General

To Fund
#636-060 Long Term Care
#636-041 Equipment

Adopted this 10th day of February 2022, at a regularly scheduled meeting of the Board of
Commissioners.
_________________________
Board Chair
_________________________
Commissioner

Attest To:
_________________________
District Secretary

_________________________
Commissioner
_________________________
Commissioner
_________________________
Commissioner

